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evident satisfaction, and starts off on a full

trot, thus furnishing a spectacle for the eye
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Not far from this place

looking cows, that appeared totally indifferent to the impression they made upon the
Energetic efforts
minds of stock-dealers.
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to the best advantage, and soon ex-

change owners. A man who has purchased
one of these noble. animals, mounts with
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business, remittances of
nt,
All ’ communications
uld be addressed to the

ceivable

than

its minuteness.

What

a

Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
reocdived by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
and aintil payment of all arrearages is made as re.
-quired by law.
Rach subscriber 18 particularly requésted to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub
soription, And to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reininder from this edlice.
NEWSPAPER

DECISIONS.

but

from

what I observed,

I think

self. His waiting is not trustfulriess, hut church, » or be first directress in the sewin, g
simply spiritual laziness, as far removed | society, why then you can get some work
from faith as love from selfishness.
out of that Christian brother or sister. But

or growth of the human miud; organ!

to “approximate, even, the microscopic minuteness of the soul of the man who sits

tions of vast power be built, and crumble in-

behind the curtain and manages this show!

A Bit of Experience.
different times ; but truth itself i3 everlast~
"
ing, and not subject to change. Heaven
In ore of, his Lecture-room Talks recent
and earth may pass away; but not one jot
ly, Mr. Beecher pleasantly referred to his
or tittle of it shall perish. The great docearly
experience as a preachem The actrines of the Bible are what they have alcount
is
in his own characteristic style, and
ways been. The wickedness of man ; thé
it has some practical suggestions for others
love of God in Christ; the power of the
whose pulpit life has yet chiefly to be lived
Spirit; the immortality of the soul; the
and
whose pulpit history is still unwritten.
atonement made for sin on Calvary, through;
Thus he opened the storchouse of his recolwhich alone may come salvation to the lost,
lections and took out a sample of foe con-

In anothér place, my attention
was directed. toward a large, robust, muscular
man, who was exhibiting the interesting

feats of a” half dozen diminutive members

of ‘the canine race. I must say) in justice
were made by their owners to show off to the performers, that their manifestations
their good points, but little was accomplish- | of sagacity and intelligence surpassed what
Terme: $3.00 per year; or If paid strictly IN AD
VANCE, $2.50
ed. The truth is, cows are a dead weight could reasonably be expedted of them unREMITTANCES must be made in money or
in the market.
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if. possible. When
der the instructions of such a teacher... I
But when you approach that department was on the point of asking the man, whethmaither of these aan be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to “of animal life wherein the Jews have no
er it might not be a profitable investment
register lettors whenever requested to do so.
dealings, the scene at once becomes lively.
The regalar charges for money orders, bank
of time and effort, to turn his exertions in
Sales are brisk, for this animal is a favorohocks, and Post Office money orders may be de
the direction of self-improvement. and culducted from the amount due; when thus sent. Agents
No man would
ita among the people.
tare ; but it suddenly ocgurred to.me that
are particularly requested to make théir remittances
think of buying simply one of these ani- he might understand the material with
ad large as possible and thus save expenses.
mals,

sened ; creeds changed to suit the fickl

strain it must bé ‘upon the mental faculties

which

he

had to work

better

than

I did,

they are sold in groups of six, as pigeons and ought to be allowed to judge for himare, if they have not reached the age of
self.
" JENNIE WHITTEMORE.
one year. If they have lived longer, and
North Germany, Nov. 10, 1871.
had more experience, . a smaller number
way suffice. When these are bought, the |
Changes in Constantinople.
work is by ro means completed, it is only
‘
——e—
| begun. To lead off, in any thing like an
The following extract from a letter reorderly and respectable manner, six of these ceived in Boston, from Constantinople, datvicious, headlong,
frisky, untamed, uned Oct. 16th, and written by a very intelli-

to pieces; the mode and method of administration vary among various people and at’

—these, my friends, are mountains ; and the

passage of no thunder through the air can
move them an inch. Clouds may settle

around them, tempests search their sides,
lightnings sear their surfac; and fires girdle
their slopes;

but neither cloug

or storm,

neither lightning nor the fice€eness of many
fires, can ever

remove them from the land-

scape of divine truth. For ages they have
stood, and for all ages will they stand, outlined in grandeur, their vast proportions
brought into bold relief gainst the background of the eternal world.
:

EN

just let it come to pass that there is no no-

toriety attending what they. do, the way
their zeal flags, and their determination
| diess aud their efforts diminish, is a marvel,

Events of the Week.
:

;

CONGRESS.
.., .
The forty-second Corigress began ita

sec-

ond session at the appointed time. As it
| bad to spend no time in organizing, busi-

| ness was at once proceeded with, the several committees appointed and the message
Well, I may as well tell yoa—when I be- | read. One hardly knows whether to credit
a
gan to preach
I never expected to do much. the President or the times with the excel-

tents

But I meant to do as well as I could.
1 was
to cross the river from Cincinnati and
in Covington; and I went over and

er expected to go anywhere.

I neyasked
preach
began

| lent message he has given us. It is a plaixi,
concise statement of facts, and as the facts
| are all of so agreeable a nature how could
| it be otherwise than acceptable? The few

to preach there. 1 did not know but I was | recommendations that he makes are such as
going to stay there. And I was perfectly [commend themselves to good judgment
willing to stay. But I was soon called by a [ Wherever it exists,and the fault that is found
woman

to Lawrenceburg.

She was

totum of the whole church.

the fac- | with

it

And I went |croakers.

comes

there and spoke to a well-nigh empty build- | committees

only

from

constitutional

Speaker Blaine has made up the
with

his usual tact,

and it

seems as though they might all work harRenouncing “the World.
ANOEhery orrE arhothet he has subscribed or not—is
moniously
. Some surprise was caused by the
distilleries
and
twenty
devils
in
it.
I
was
tamable little wretches, requires the perse- gent missionary, is published by the'Boston
responsible
for
absence
of Gen. Butler's name from the
very
poor.
There
was
no
patrimony
com7 Ifa Joreenhe
We paper discontinued, he verance of a Columbus
An
astronomer,
who
had
long
idolized
his
and the practical Traveller:
ust pay atl
e publisher may confavorite science, became a zealous convert ing to me, as you know. The moment I head of any Committee, but it ig now rutue
send it
yment is made, and collect the good sense of a Washington.
The streets arenamed, and doors are des. whole amount,
r the paper is taken from the
to spiritual Christianity.
His intimate was out of the seminary I was without my mored that there isa special committee to be
Before startmg, a cord, about ten feet | ignated by numbers.
office or not.
Scavenger carts are
3. pavers md have decided that refusing to take long, is tied to one leg of each of these anfriend, knowing his extreme devotion to father’s support, and was obliged to take appointed, the motion for appointment to be
supplanting the dogs! The terrible conflanewspapers
s from the post-ofiice, or
FSmo¥ing
them uncalled for, is prima
imals ; the six cords are then gathered up grations which brought distress to thous astronomical study, one day asked him, care of myself. I had a salary; but it was made by Butler and the Chairmanship givPacie ey
of inten
fraud.
a salary of only four hundred dollars. And en to him. Legislation is now fairly comand put in the left hand of the owner. sands of the people, and left scenes of ap- * What will you now do with your astronomy? om
I took half of that to go to New England menced, but the holidays adjournment will
This gentleman, whose countenance beams palling desolation in their track, have been
&& When
Agents receive preminms, no percentage
on moneys
forthe Star is allowed in addition,
His answer was LX
of u Christian’ to get married with. And as the parish soon be declared, and all congressional
with animation, walks respectfully ithe
succeeded by broad avenues and handsome
4
We sendno books out to be sold on commis.
philosopher.
“Iam
now
bound
for hegy- paid only half of it, and the other half was work laid aside fora season.
tom. or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
rear as quietly as circumstances allow. He stone structures of European archilecture,
MR. GILMORE'S RETURN.
en,”
said
he,
“and
I
take
the
stars
jn my to come from the Missionary Society, I
also carries a long stick in his right hand,
in place of tumble-down wooden edifices on
found myself very short of funds. Ihad|
with which to admonish his precious charge ‘streets so narrow that the sun could hardly way.”
Mr. P. 8. Gilmore has returned to Boston
just eighteen cents in my jpocket when I
By these words the astronomer taught
nearly ten times as enthusiastic as when he
of their waywardness, if they radiate too ever peep into them.
Spacious flag-stone
came back. ‘I was taken ‘up by a good
far from a direct course, It will not sur- sidewalks are seen now in a few localities, his friend that he had transferred his affec- Methodist hrother for about a week; and ‘went away. He has visited all the leading
prise my readers if I remark, that this man and instead of the boulder stone pavement, tion from the created to the Creator—that, then I got these two rooms to which I have countries in Europe, and in each received
uses his stick with some freedom, for it . of horrible memory, macadamized road- instead of finding his highest pleasure out alluded. They were upstairs. One was the the warmest welcome and promises of libWEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER
13, 1871,
would be a little remarkable, if each of beds help one to surmount the long, steep of God, he found is in God, and that the kitchen, cellar, and sitting-room. The other {eral support. Great choruses will be sent
these six animals, manifestly possessed of L ascents of Constantinople hills with much true use of the visible was to assist him in was the library, bed-room and parlor. So to the festival next June from England,
Net Given, but Tent.
a desire to see something of the world, to- less of fatigue,
Tramways are building— his aspirations after the invisible and eter- that we had six rooms, calling each three. Prussia, Austria, Russia, &e., and many of
the eminent composers of Europe will be
gether with the man in the rear, should all a boon of inexpressible value to the aged nal,
Lg
:
:
The cellar was made by putting things unNat given, but lent! how slow we are to learn
present,
be inclined to go in precisely the same di- and feeble, and a thousand dwellings have
and some of theryate already enAnd’this
converted
astronomer
was
right.
The lessons ever given,
der the bed; and the other rooms were adrection at precisely the same time.
He
exhibited
the
true
spirit
of
the
Chrispieces which will be given to the
on
gaged
That earth is not a sure abiding-place,—
been demolished for the Belgrade and Vided by sundry devices, - You who go into
world for the first time .under the roof of
The amusements of the people are worth enna Railroad, which comes in at the Seven tian, and the true relation of the believer to
A school to fit for heaven ;—
observing.
One scene impressed we as Towers, and is carried alongthe Marmora the world. For what is a Christian but a flush houses, furnished by your grandpapas the great Coliseum. Thousands of choral
The heaven that we within ourselves may beay,
and gran dmammas, do not know anything
béing’ superior to many in this respect. The around the Seraglio Point, toits terminus man whose life is controlled by an all-abTo form above, below,
about the joys of housekeeping. Persons unions are already in rehearsal in this
The joy that we with kindred seals may share,
participators seem to be exhilarated with the on the Golden Horn.
The demolition of sorbing love for Christ ? To Christ the cur- ought to begin at the bottom to know what country, getting ready for the great occaWherever we may go.
thought that they are performing the most
sion. Mr. Gilmore says hé'knows it will be
much of the sea-wall, to make way for it, rent of his being flows, To become like those joys are. And I began down there.
feats in horsemanship and riskThe beauty of the earth, the sur’s warm smile, « daring
a success,
To please
and fornish materials for embankments, is Christ he taxes all his energies.
I had no idea that I could preach. I never
The glowing heavens, the sea,
ing their lives in contlict with wild animals,
ALEXIS, IN BOSTON.
a suggestive symbol‘of the social and relig- Christ in all things is his inflexible purpose. expected that I could accomplish much. I
These are but lent us for a little while,
while at the same time tbey are perfectly
So
strong
is
his
self-devotion
he
prefers
any
The
Grand
Russian Duke came to Bosious reconstruction which is tearing up
merely went to work with the feeling, “I
Net for eternity.
conscious of their safety.
The delusion
old foundations, and using the labors of sacrifice, even the loss of property or life, will dv as well as I can, and I will stick to ton last Thursday and was handsomely enseems to me to be the chiéf point of excel‘The geld we grasp, the houses that we build,
ages past for that which is to bé.
Not less to the frown of his Beloved. For him, it, if the Lord pleases, and fight his battle tertained.. He was dined on the way. at
The spreading lands we prize,
lence in this entertainment. Three or four
significant are telegraph lines, running to therefore, the world, with its manifold al- the best way I know how.” And I was as Worcester, where he was also met by ‘the
"Thre warrantee that claims to make them ours,
platforms are arranged,one above the other,
lurements and diversions, has no charm
all
points of the compass; I counted, afew
Ewxen stern Death demies.
thankful as I could be. Nobody ever sent Boston Reception committee, whence he
at convenient distances apart, each succeedsufficient to win him from his allegiance to
days
ago,
twelve
wires
neatly
attached
to
me a spare-rib that I did not thank God for was brought to the city without further de‘The friends we love,and weavearound them ties, ing ome being a little smaller than the one
Christ. As being mecessary to his existlay. On Friday he went about the city,vistheir
posts
on
one
side
of
a
street,
and
four
Their hearts with ours emtwined,
.
the kindness which was shown me. I recol-|.
immediately below.
On the outside of
ence; he uses it; but always as a means to a
ited Cambridge and the college, went
Paas forth with morning’s breath, with evening's
on
the
other.
The
spectacle
of
small
craft
lect that when Judge——gave me his castthese platforms, so thatthe circle of rotadew,
higher good—never as an end. For his
to
Charlestown and. was feasted at the
on
the
waters,
séa-going
steamers
of
the
off clothing, I felt that I was sumptuously
tion may be as¥arire as possible, are placed
Yetwe are fools and blind,
sake he has cause to love it. Its amuse- clothed. I wore old coats and , second-hand Navy Yard, and then came back to
largest
class,
smaller
passenger
boats
for
models of horses, lions, tigers and other
And live asdf this world were all in all,
ments, spirit, practice and society he rejects, shirts for two or three years ;“and I was not a grand ball in the evening, which was
ferocious beasts, The attitude of these awi- the Bosphorus, Primee's Islafids and ports
Till, swiftly, surely sent,
because, instead of contributing to promote
on
theMarmora,
and
the
magnificent
ironabdve it either—although sometimes, as I given in his honor in the Boston thea‘mals is spirited indeed, well calcuiated to
“Fhe iesson en our stricken hearts must fall,
his chosen affection, they tend to deaden was physically a somewhat well-developed ter. On Saturday he went. to Lowell and
make a timid man shrink, or to inflame the clads and war vessels” anchored in front of
Not given yet, but leat.
and destroy it. He knows that to love the man, and the Judge was thin, and his legs came back in season to witness a grand
‘
~—Ralem Gazette.
ambition of the daring to curb and restrain the Sultan's palaces, impresses both resiworld is to cease from loving Christ. For .were slim, they were rather a tight fit.
choral entertainment in the City Hall by a.
dents
and
strangers.
with
a
vivid
sense
of
these infuriated animals at his pleasure.
thousand ef the City school children, in
Eurepean Correspondence.
Consequently, nene but the most daring the greatmess of wealth and power, which, its written, * If any man love the world, . There was a humorous side to this, but I
the love of the Fatheris mot in him.”
in
spite
of
mismanagement,
corruption
and
could easily have put a dolorous side to it." which it is said he was highly interested.
and reckless take seats here. Easy seats;
—rih
misrule,
and
all
the
elements
of
weakness
I could have said, Humph ! pretty business; How interesting it is to be a Duke! How
A GERMAN FAIR.
and carriages upholstered in a more showy
son of Lyman Beecher, Presidentwof a theo- one gets fed and toasted and carried about
A Chicago Girl.
dn my last, I promised to say something than expensive manner, are arranged for and decline in the country, are here concentrated.
Costumes
are
changing,
and
cuslogical
seminary, in this maiserable hole, in palace cars, and placed on stands to be
eoncerning the people with swhom I live; the less adventurous, and those seeking
toms
and
ideas
change
with
them.
Even
where
there
is no church, and - where there speeched at and played to and looked at
A
writer
to
the*Chicago
Tribune
says
:
but an interesting matter has urged itself pleasure of @ less exciting kind.
Seats,
outwardly sheated as
Some twelve years since, when you were are no elders, and no men to make them and talked about, and honered in all such
upon my attention, so I take the liberty to animals and platforms, are decked out in Turkish women,
Thisis not according to my de- ways. It is very interesting to be a Duke.
give an accemut of it, and propose, after- various trappings.
Fringes and ribbons, ghosts, are saidto have adopted Frank ar- erecting a new fire-tower in your city hall out of.
ticles
of
dress
beneath
the
external
eovering
THE WINNEBAGO INDIANS.
serts.
I
coulddo
better.
I ought not to
banners and streamers gracefully flast upon
‘building, on the piazza opposite the Sher
wards, te redeem my promise.
But I
In Germany there are four great markets the breeze. The decorations, the move- and ge about tettering em high-heelad shoes man Heuse in Chicago, a young Lhicago waste my talents in such a place.”
The head chieis of the Winnebago tribe of
~ in a year. ‘Ome of these has eccurred this meat and the accompanying music tend tg of latest Parisian style. Armenian women girl, not yet in hur teens, Mary Evans, was delivered from any’ such feeling. 1 Indians in Nebraska have asked Gengral
week. It-cammenced on Monday and con- make the [Sceme one of unparalleled gayety. have Jeng since discarded the pashmak, and daughter of a then well-known zesident of felt that it wasan unspeakable privilege to Walker, commissioner of Indian affairs, for
I had ieave to come to Washington at the public
tinued three days. On soch<am occasion All this is so arranged as to meve simul- appear in public with umveiled faces, and the garden city, and member of the Aube- be-amywhere amd speak of Christ.
arowds of peaple come together, each one taneously arpund acemmon center of mo- attired as ladies of Eurepe. Thirteen news- don diab, climed on the workmen's laddegs very little theelogy—that is to say, it slip-. expense, after the manner of Red Cloud
bringing what he has for sale. The animal tion,as the planets revelve around the sun. papers, three of them dailies, three fni- to the summit, and. then walked fearlessly ped away fromwmwe. Tkwew it,butit did not; and Spotted Tail several months’ since, to
kingdom is represented, from the horse to The musie issnes from a drum whieh labors weaklies and seven weeklies, one of which around the édge outside, which was mot deme any“geod. © It was like an armor secure certain favors and advantages to
the canary bird. The vegetable world here and greans under the vigorous strokes of issues a daily bulletin fer Armenitns alone, yet surrounded with the railing. Subse- which had lost its buckles, and would not their tribe. They wish to obtain the pat~
All the at the capital, attest a mew intellectual life quently, she learned to ride fearlessly as an. stick on. But T had ome vivid * point—the ents for the eighty acres of land which the
displays its treasures. In faet the Fauna a strong-hunded German woman.
. and Flora of all Germany are on eschibition. preliminaries being arranged, the power is { not.emly by the fact of their existence, but Indian in the wilds of Texas and the far realization of the love of God it Christ Je- government promises to each head of an
south-western frontier, and in San Franeis- sus. And I tried to work that wp in evéry Indian frily who will occupy and til it,
The products of every departmentof indus- applied, and the whole establishment moves | the freddom of their diseniksions.
And it'was and also permission to expend in the erecco was known as a graceful equestrienne, possible shape for my people.
try are here to be seen, and, indeed, the off at a moderate rate; after a few revoluThe Unchangeable.
and at picnics and excursions as a dead the secret of all the little success which I tion of permanent buildings and improveity dis accelerated, and the |
human race may be here studiedgvith in- tions the
shot with a revolver. She is mow teaching. had in the esaly part of my miwnistry. Irg- ments $100,000 of the fund appropriated for
terest and profit: dm ordinary city life, one scene at onee becomes animated and exhil- |
The following paragraph is from a acent scheel at the beamtiful mission of Santa member that I used to cide-out #m the neigh- their removal to. their new reservation.
is likely to meet the extreme conditions of arating, and finally results in a maze and
Margarita, San Luis Obispo Ca., California. borhood and preach te the destitute, and The Indians will probably secure the privmankind. ~the rich and poor,—bhutat one whirl, wherein horse and rider, dover and | serman by ‘Rev. W: H. H. Murray:
~&od
now
is
interpreted
only
om
his
theomaiden
are
mingled
in
one
common
blur.
|
The
region “abounds. with game of the larg- | that my predominant feeling was—thasks- ileges which they ask, except the favor of a
- of these great gatherings there is 20 be
As I stood for five minutes, shivering in logical side; imperfectly at that. The time est description, and is a favorite resort for giving that God had permitted me to preach free trip to ‘Washington, on the sensible
found sgrepresentative of every genus and
species of the German family. A person the bleak November wind, in fiont of a will come when he shail have a far tmaer, hunters. Last week, some dogs treed a fthe unsearchable rickes of Wi¢ grace. I ground that the burcau is competent and
wild animalin the woods, nesr the .schoal think 1 can gay, that daring the first ten willing vo settle the whole business without
must be stupid indeed, if from such deta he Punch and Judy show, and saw fifty others because more complete, imterpretation. He
as much interested as myself, being natur- shall be interpreted on whe side of - art, and house, and Miss Evans rode te the spot to years of wy ‘Swinisteriai life 1 was in that their presence. The commissioner will fa~
can not make some general equation from
Spirit.
vorably recommend their request and Conwhich to deduce particular quantities, and ally a little inclined to reflection, 1 began the dhisel .and sounding-string will express see what was going on. Sending for a gun,
fo inquire into cause and consequence.
I him; on the side of science alsg, and the she pat a bullet through his head at the ™ Now, in ister yoars, I, hevie woiknd a gress be asked to affordthe necessary Jlegthus reach definite conclusions.
Early Monday morning, the entire mark- think this institution meets a want in hu- elements in all their admirable combinations secomd shot, and rede home in great tri- great deal harder, and in some réspects] islation. The patents which the Winneba
et place was crowded with living beings, man nature, and tends to national tranquilli- and relations shall praise him; in the ad- umph, with a huge Californian wild cat— thave gained, while in some d have lost. 1 goes expect have already been delayed some
~ vegetable productions, and wares of every ty. Man is belligerent. If ang one chal- ‘ministration of governments, and the earth about as tough and large an animal as do not believe that I kave that same grate- time, and the lands which they will “cover
kind, deviee and design, various inter- lenges the proof of this statement, I refer shall know that the Lard reigneth; in the travels—to exhibit 8 a trophy of her skill. ful, tender, thanksgiving spirit which I had equal nearly half their reservation.
mingled, compounded and stratified, and him to “Cresar’s Commentaries,” Latin text. humanitiés and €ympathies of man for man’ She is ‘going for bigger game next time, dhen. I think that imereasing ‘prosperity,
. THE ORLEANS PRINCES,
’
otherwise mixed and intermixed to such an Therefore, man is naturally belligerent, as a full brother, and all shall honor God and expects to bag a grizzly bear, or, at the and the multiplication of mereies have rathIt is reported from Paris that the Orleans
ar
withered
it.
It
womld
seem
as
though
as
the
great
head
of
a
umiversal
brothervery least, a Californian lion Goma) before |
extent, that veader.and purehaser, possess- This clenent of human nature, like all
princes have officially notified the President
mercies'were ke some vines that I have
Now, before any such interpretation Christmas.
or, possessed and spectator seemed to blend others, is inclined to activity and ealls for hood.
of the republic of their intention to take
noticed.
On
the
westersr
side
of
my
place
A Pr
in a common‘existence.
ng sgreets, from gratification? * Now, it does not seem to will be given to God, a great change mut
their seats in the assembly. It will ‘be rethere is a vine that has twined about a tree
one end to the other,
erowdedon both ‘make much difference 10 a man, whether come over men’s views and habits, The
Lobetor-Chiictzn.
membered that the condition on which M.
until it has girded it so that the. troe has
sides till the ‘opposite rows came together, he himself quarrels or whether Lis neigh- chureh itself must be revolutionized, and |
Thiers consented to the repeal of the law of
i
The lobster, when left high and dry died. And I have seem God's mercies twine exile against the Ouleans family was
with booths, tents and stands sll filled to bor does it, so that the quarreling goes on; many things excised, and much ingrafted,
that
abont men so abundantly that they choked
overflowing with every conceivable article 80 a Punch -and Judy show, when wooden The branches are mot®yet grown that can among the rocks, has nef sense or ener gy,
they. should not take their seats in the
out the manhood that was in them.
bear”
such
fruit.
New
ideas
must
first
be
men
appear
to
fight
and
break
each
other's
enough
to
work
Lis
way
back
to
the
sea,
which the skill of man ean devise, his
‘| assembly, and it was.on the same condition
yb
ll WP
iid
wants suggest, or his awkwardness mar, heads, produces the effect of reality on the proclaimed and received, antagonisms be but waits for the sea to come to him. If it |
and after a positive promise by the “princes
It is 4 pity that any | man beating the to respect it. that their elections
From an open window, looking’ down upon spectators, and thus by way of prevention, introduced and expend their foree, conflicts does not eome, he’ remainy where he fs, and
were ¢ ver.
this motley company, ond is led to think the is really condueive to the peace of commu be joined and alienations occur, or ever such dies, although a'little effort would enable Christian ‘name shoald he willing to do ified.” But it will not do to infer that
their
whole German people have returned to nities. This, I say, is the natural tendency an interpretation of God be known or re- him to'reach the waves, whieh are; perhaps, Christian work only’ when it is likelyto resent resolution involves a hreach of
with.
The
brave
government has now been defintossing and tabling within a few feet of bring him before the notice of men. And
their earlier "wandering life, and that they (of this institution; but I fear it will require ceived. , The future will see some
;
| yet there are just such men and women. itively settled, ‘and any’ attempts by-the
the united influence of a great many such wrestling ; and not a few of us will get falls. him.
‘have encamped here for the, night,
Rly to procure the restoration of the
When misfortune comes to the Sloth ‘Every pastor can point out one or more
A little on one side of the ational frowd «exhibitions to neutralize the warlike spirit And yet this should be borne in mind, that
ily would be simply rev Viivnary:
fundasuch
Christians
in
his
church.
If
such
a
is:
Christian, instead of receiving it as God's
was a herd of lank, lean, rickety-looking of King William, since he basso hand- whatever is organic, whatever
There is no reason whatever to fear tha
. horses, . whose lineage I ‘am sure could be somely whipped out the French, and now mental, in religion, never changes. There invitation to trust and exertion (whieh one can’ serve on some official board, ‘or they will violate the oblications: of a
a
traced back to Won Quixote’s famous Roei- sees al] European powers, frembling in his are many. degrees of light; there ars many should always go together), he despairs and lead the singing, or superintend’ the Sabbath that particular. One of them has presided
conspicuous ability over a department,
mante, if one had the time. These horses, presence.
He wonders when school, orat any mie teach a Bible class; with
shades of color; but thesun itself remains blames his bad- luck.
and if he is Froneh citizen enough for ‘that
or
if
such
a
one
can
be
prominent
in
getting
wader the influence of spur and whip, disthe
tide
will
torn,
and
spends
more
time
in
from
day
to
day,
and
age
to
age,
unchangAgain, it is said’ that the immensity of
there is no reason’ why he shouid not” bal

from

es Pore

ae

Whether directed
to his n i
8 name

or

ing.

I was settled

over a town

-

with two

Tg ©

The Horning Star.

Py their fue qualities and noble extrac. |

creation isi not more marvelous
J
4

and

incon--

ed, Ceremonies may he multipliedor les- envying bis neighbors than in helping him- upa festival “te clear. the debt off the | come a deputy.
J
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Er

Communications.

-

:

ti

yo

under the

otherwise

have

Clifford’s in Epping.

Lax,

pied with a statement of remarkable

:

agencies in

influence

not
ietag

ot

CASES
These result

of the

0

a

to the

Rev.

Wm.

charge

pastoral

Booth

had

the

with

resigned his

intention

to re-

move to a distance; but before doing so,
he resolved to devote a week to evangelistic
labor #i Whitechapel, which is one of the
Yow and degraded “parts of London. ' For
© this purpose he erected a.fent on a piece of
unoccupied land. Many came to hear hin

somo of them

newly organized church.”
he members
in Deerfield,
Notting-

from tha TIBSEs of’ the mission- | of this church lived

of their

that he had

give a brief account

of them.

Ata

leadings | th dress

and habits, was accustomed to lead

saw something of its work;

and I have re-

cently teceived from a member of the mission,

an octavo

pamphlet

closely | printed pages,

of

eighty-cizht

entitled, “How to

reach the Masses with the Gospel,” which
gives an account of the work and resnliy
the mission.
:

THE OBJECT OF THE MISSION.

ceasdd, while they were

blasphemers
ntimber.”

the following day,

gamblers,

can

pws if there's
uny thing to be had,

-—

not be persuaded to

them ; ‘and in various ways,and by extraordinary means, it must be brought under
their notice, and pressed upon their attention.

MEANS USED.

Bible

sets before them

‘in

the

open

the

air;”

truths

and

active Christian.
One Sunday evening,

that

at the close as immediately to follow. The
- preachers and their assistants then form a
pracession, and go through the streets singing, followed by a crowd, to the theater,
hall, concert-room, or other place where the

enabled to do this also to a

limited

extent,

hundreds

to the

called on

shower

“went

on

blessed

prayer-meeting.

midnight.”

Q. M.,

shelter

* Spoke

tion.”

satisfac-

.

18.4 Meeting in Canaan, which lasted till

init?

A

solemn

season

an

many

held a religious

service,

was

deeply

con-

you speak in the Mile End road. Whilel
stood and heard you there, I was convinced
I was a sinner 6n the. way to. hell. I was
so much affected that I could scarcely stand.
1 went home, shut

myself

up in

my

room,

fell down on my knees for the first time in
my life, and with tears running down my
checks, cried out, ‘Lord, save me.’& I gbtained mercy, joined the

Methodist

soeic

have

thereby

A

won’

OPPOSITION.

The keepels of houses for the sale of intoxicating drinks will sometimes interfere;
drunken men interrupt the services,

roughs

times the police will interfere, and

prevent

will try to break up the meetings,and somea meeting from being held.

the main

wisdom

and

intelligence

of

our

HY JOSEPH FULLONTON.

ties are surmounted, and the work goes on.

—

The last afternoon was

could feed the ‘world, and

devotedto business

and continued all night, and oh, the power
of the Lord was amazingly glorious.”

lumber

the

arrivHad

some blessed consolation on the way.”

from

our

‘But

a whitewash brush,.and flanbed it over the

fast? &c.

black coats of the preachers; but when they
fell on their knees in the streets, and

pray-

now he is

dead, wherefore

Had sweet freedom.”

should I

*

29. * At the funeral of the wife of Thomas Blake in Meredith. Bro, David Knowlton preached.
Then I hada small tésti-

enlightened

land ‘of

Let all who will, do it.

Tet every one con-

tribute. something for this worthy cause,
even if it be not more than the widow's
mite. No one can be eminently useful who

persecators,
-possessés a covetous disposition. No ‘good
had béen laughing at mony to deliver on the necesgity of being can be done with mofey while itis hoarded

-* ed for the conversion of their

‘a young man who

what he thought was “a good joke,” "was ‘righteous. Prayers and exhortations fol up, and a deaf ear turned to the calls of beled to’serious reflection, saying to him- lowed, and it was a time of the Lord's pow- .nevolence—to the wants of the heathen
er and glory.”
;
pe
)

a self, “Surely,there must be something about
this people more than common.” On anoth-

er occasion, the preachers were pelted with

+ paper bags filled with flour, and afterwards

The glory of the Lord was great.

Spoke

from, ¢ Is there no balm in Gilead ?’ &c.

afterwards united with. a church

in the

neighborhood, fn relating his experience,

"dated
his conversion

from that meeting,

saying,
“I shall have to bless God forever

‘on Bow Com-

And

spirit

that

“by

our

our God, that giveth rain, both
and thé latterin his season;

.cedin,
allow
Pt

‘| freedom,”

L

thew

little

hearts

we

own

you?”

batly after

grew

to manhood.

\

:

You have a gricvance, teacher.
You are

to ask the Lord about it.

distressed and

was

the

Go to him first.

engaged
ing.

those

It

in.

is

Tt'is his

his

who

:

aa

Tt is his work you are
glory you are seek-

Sphiit” thit is

promised to

ask for it to guide them into all

wisdom,
If, "after laying the matter before him, inward light does not come, enabling you to

that little thermometer

Sabbath

“Oh!

it’s

has passed, and all she

the
he

In 1862 Bro,

Reave emigrated to Iowa, where he died as
bis
already stated. »

which he had needed,

and had gone

to

other members of the family for the supply
of his wants. The earthly father showed
unmistakably
that he was grieved.

Better than an earthly

father loves to give,

time,” says Mrs.

but they were never called

plain of want, or go to others for supplies?

first

Reed, *‘it's always so. And I don’t pretend to teach Minnde the verses. I used to
fret and scold over them, and spend hours
with ‘the child,

so cheerfully and jovingly sapplied, had refrained from asking his
for that

ood gifts to his Ay
the, heavenly
ather loves to
give good
to them
that ask him.
all we Sunday-school
workers not prefer to go directly
to him

not the

~

- The boy, whose ants had always been

quiet reply that

has taught the children in the meantime
can never counteract the effect of this one
lesson.

with

our simplest

need, rather than com-

for, and so [ just made up my mind I would
not do it.”

:
.
:
; * WORKING AND MARKING.
I have been
So Minnie was doubly the loser thereby, "up in the Adirondacks seeking health this
and it occurred tome that no teacher was summer.
I went into one of those mountworthy her position if she proved So faith- ain tanneries, The foreman was a good
less to the trust reposed in her.
By failing Methodist superintendent, one of those ex-

have

to keep her promises, she loses her entire
influence and control over them, for no

amount of preaching is as valuable to these
receptive souls as ome good Christian ex-

might

former
resery-

cellent mei, who go on irom week to week
doing their good work, but without seeing

ful

tact,

rcady

thusiasm.

sympathy,

Feeling,

tions,”

and

in

They had not come

from

“ What is the matter?”
And then the
tears burst forth, through which the story
came in grievous gasps.
“The teacher didn’t give me any ticket,
and I was real good!
Two girls was talking by me, and she thought | was talking,
and she gave them tickets, and? said to me,

both

‘You

and I never

said

of wha?”

vou

with

those

two-handled

What

is he doing now?

Is

hairs

are

found

on his skin,

Number Five catches it!"
. Oh, dear

that
And

.

spoke,”

of

what, i’ any

their faces expressing untold

emotions.

-*Full

“Oh, yes, he is number five, and he is
marking his skin. It has to go through,
thirty different processes, and I tell you

her school, those

teach us
kingdom

er and

him.

not that a figure he has justmarked on it?"

last Sunday, the elder

with bis arm around the neck of the young-

front

this moment.

fer-

boastful,
fear God

to

knives?” *¢ Cleaning skins.”
* Yes, yes,
I see that one of them has just finished one *

vor are the effective tools with which she
works on this plastic material; and love
supplies the necessary oil.
|
little urchins met

I said

“Of illustrations.” 1 repeated, * illustrations for you to use in your work as a superintendent of the Sunday-school.
*‘ I've
been here seventeen years and I never saw
one!” * What are these men doing right

and hearty en-

forbearance,

_

the necessity of keeping their eyes open.
“Your work here is brim-full of illustra-

where she may be a sort of central luminary.
She has nice discrimination, wonder-

fellow

teachers,

never

forget

by and by your work will be done.
your work is marked.
As for some

day’s work 1 have done, how I wish, how I
wish, it was not marked!
Buu it is stamp-

ed indellibly with my own handling, Oh,
that we might rémember with the prophet
of old, * My work is with my God.”
_]t is
a very solemn thing, but my daily work is
with my «God. Let me dé it well, let me
pray over it, and it will stand the light of

a word!”

And here the tears broke forth afresh. It
was hard: for the little one who prides her-

eternity
| —Ralph

Wells.

x

self on her good behavior, and declines to
RAINY SUNDAYS AND MONDAYS.
“1am
be disorderly even on orthodox becasions ;.
quite
sure
it
is
going
to
be
a
rainy
day.
It
but a few comforting words from sympa-

is very cloudy, and—yes, there is a drop of
thizing hearts, and the assurance that God ‘rain on the window pane. I think Ili not
knew she “ad been a good girl, were suffi- ro out to Sunday-school. = T dare say it will
| cient to stem the torrentof her grief.
be pouring by the time school closes. I
But the charm of Sunday-school is gone, presume pot more than one or two of my
I fear, since she has lost confidence in her class will be there, and they can just as
teacher; for the hope held ous that the misgo into another class. "None of the
take might be rectitied at the afternoon ses- well
classes will be half full.”
sion was met with. disappointment, and the
. The day does not prove so bad as it
day was shorn of its beauty and ‘attractive- threatened, but A—— ‘was not the only
ness. We are not yet become ‘‘ as little teacher who had been kept at home hy the.
children” when -we fail so terribly in our low-hanging clouds.
;
duty to those who will minister unto others
The next morning, however, the threateven as we minister unto thems
They are ened storm eame down with all ifs might.
growing
away from us.every day, to beRemember that -not drunkenness alone, come - Timothys, Aquilas, or Priscillas, ac- The streets were half flooded, and the wind
but drinking, fills our jails and penitentia- 1 cording as the truth has found lodgment in beat the rain in the faces of all the burryin
sers-by..
;
their hearts.
|
ries, our poor-houses, and our lunatic asyog ye
at his
post hoe) the bank
Parents,
teachers,
are
you
doing
your
lumps; employs our coroners and our hangromptly to the moment.
He
preparduty,
or
are
yon
listless
and
indifferent—
Storm, and Was not the worse for
nk and works mischief incalculable on not realizing that ‘‘the time will come ” for
all ranks and both sexes, of which no hu- when they will not endure sound doctrine ; it, though he had walked twice the distance
the®church. - It was a thing that never
man institution takes cognizance.
but after their own lusts shall they heap to to
yet had happened, -for him to Be missed
‘themselves
teachers,
having
itching
ears;
‘Remember that drinking retards educafrom his place. He had felt ill at times,
tioh, industry, and every branch of politi- and they shall turn away their ears from He had gone with bad headaches, and when
the truth, and shall be turned into fables”?
| cal and social employment.
wearied out with watchings by sick beds of
—8. 8. Workman.
oF, on
those he loved. He had gone when it realRemember that muljtudes yearly diea
ly seemed a risk of his own health to go,
»
drunkard’s death, Arg to meet a drunkand when others
pleaded with him to re“Ler
Your
®icur
so
Smxe.”
The
ard’s doom.
main at home.
hat was the secret of
‘Remember that every year multitudes fall lesson was, ¢“ Yé are the salt of the earth; suth fidelity? He felt that he served strict
ye are the light of the world.”
employers, and that his interests were
from yout *‘moderate” ranks to recruit
Half of the class hoped they were of the wholly dependent on his faithfulness.
the wasted armyof drunkards.
happy number whom Christ calls “ Ye.”
And
does not the Sunday-school teacher
Remember that every drunkard once
‘“ Boys,” sald the teacher, * to whom is serve a strict Master? Does not more than
tried to follow the example you set, and on this letter addressed
:
:
daily bread depend upon his faithfulness to
trial fell from his slippery ground into the : “To Christians,” they answered prompt- the duties laid upon him? Is it not more
y
important that souls should be taught the
whirlpool of intemperance.
“Not to you, then?” she said, addressway to heaven than that the moneyed inRemember that if you sanction the cus- ing those who were not Christians.
terests of the community should move on
“No, not to us,” they answered.
tom, you are answerable for its fruits.
without a jar?
:

Remember that the weak and tempted
ones look to you; and that under God it
depends

on you

whether

they

may

he

drunkards or sober men.
;
. Remember that * to him that knowéth to
good

and

doeth it not,

to himit

isa

brother, Rev. James Reave, | sin; and that there is ‘‘ woe for that man
died on the 18th of last Aug,, near Tipton, through whom offenses come to the little
Our dear

James

we too often need reminding

of:

lesson has been learned,

sent the mercury in

eth unto us the appointed weeks of the
harvest”? How feeble is man to contend
against the devouring elements ; Low useless
the fertility of the soil. without thé early and
latter rain. How soon the. .accumilated
ivealth of years is swept away.
Should not

do

a stranger and y6 took me not in.’ ”
80. * First day sick.
Eld. Marshall Towa. He was born in Susquehanna Co.,
preached.
Inthe afternoon I went to the Pa., Aug. 8th, 1811. In 1820 his father
meeting
and after Eld. Marshall preached, ‘emigrated to Ohio, Richland Co.; where
the Lord gave me a word and I found great

[3

ones.”

Remember

Hh

-

that you/can. not be neu!

und there will be a day When you will be
unable to plead ignorance.
i
Remember that all this weight of respon-

“t Now,

‘will

you

tell

these

hope they are Christians, how
they can let their light shine?
be gldd to hear you.”

boys,

who

you think
They will

“1 think they ought not to get mad,” said

one,
“Yes,

:
that is so, for

peacemakers,’ ”

‘They

other.

+h

¢ Blessed are the
or

ought to be truthful,” said an-

’

# Right, for ¢ No lar can inherit the king-

dom.’
‘‘ They

should

:
:
not be ashamed of ‘their

\

We

need the spirit in this matter which -

To feel as much interest in perishing souls,
as in the salary which supplies our daily
wants. Without this can we feel we havo
much of the spirit of Him who * pleased
not himself,”

but cheerfully gave up all his

life for the good of others?—S. §. Times.
RRR

Wiry Keep OPEN? . The

Sunday-school’

13 too beneficial in its influence to be disreligion.”
;
:
:
pensed with for half the year.
‘ They ought to try to lead others to be
The sessionsof our secular schools are .
Christians.” said Henry B—, . °
x mot suspended in winter,
:

; the policeman bad to

pt
Sy,

~

oH

>

moves us in our. worldly business.
We
need to work #s hard for God as for man.

sibility
' rests with you, as you raise that
“ Ah, Henry, Tam glad you thought of | These months afford both teacher and
“ At, work preparing
‘JUNE 10 and 11.
. Consulting a brief diary which he kept, cup, if you think X right; but we envy. that {it is one of the best ways of letting (scholar the best opportunities for study.
their light shine, You think they could not
ie find that Tie was the subject of early re- ‘not your conscience.’
be veally, Christians, if they did not try to Library books and papers may then be
inpious
the
through,
impressions,
ligious
John
'Elds,
more faithfully and satisfactorily read.
ex- | it was at the meeting-house,
“are manifestly
;
gét others, dq you?”
pa
We
have
more
‘power
than
will;
we
of:
His
parents.
his
of
example
and
structions
and
Unfavorable weather a portion of thei.
predched,
‘“
Yes,”
said
several
at
once.
Martin
Richard
and
Buzzell
|
the preachers resist, and
- awakened ten represent things.as impractigable, meremore necessary
to im“And, Henzy, if any of the ho s should time renders it only
first pungent gonvieions ‘were
to be faken into custody. | it;was a powerful season.”
ly by way of exeulpating ourselves.
try
to
lead
you
to
Christ,
you
will
not
think
prove
that
whic
PA
to
Jesus
of
language
the
on
discourse
a
isa
by
sick
a
visit
fo
Loudon
to
8. ¢ Called
|

’

V3

Rev. James Reave.

In

with mud and stones ; ‘but they brayely kept the afternoon Eld. J. Boody, Sen., preachThen I'offered remarks on, -* I was
at their work, and one young man, who ed.

B.

:

Hampton meeting-house. | world.

28. ¢ At New

hag a word

‘down to zero. And stiil she failed to respond to the hint thus given; and Sab-

fuznish it with

forests.

These items are from his Journal of nearly seven months.
Other particulars of his
labors in the time are full and interesting,
but it is not judged advisable to occupy this humble our pride, rebuke our
more space in the Star, than to show the’ self-efficient spirit, and teach us to
spirit of the man and examples of his sue: ‘and trust in him ? Should it not
that the most High ruleth in the
cessful labors.

in this

——

"WHAT TO DO WITH GRIEVANCES,
A
correspondent of the Sunday-sechoo! Times

and power we have gotten all this great- ample.
:
deacons at New Hampton.
Spoke from, ness.” Bat as ‘we look upon this wideM
1s there a person of superior attainments
¢ Who feedeth a flock and eateth not of the | spread desolation,
we féel the force of the dec- in your school, gifted in mind and heart,
milk of the flock,”
A glorious day.”
| laration,—** Ye are of nothing ant & your and péssessing that nameless grace, that
9. *¢ To Bridgewater and spoke from, ¢ In work of nought.” Have we not forgotten to draws all hearts unto her? Don’t ask her
to take a Bible-class, or one of adult scholthat day shall the great trumpet be blown.’ say in our heart,” Let us now fear the Lord ars. Her place is with the little children,

On one occasion, a half-drunken Irishman,
EXTRACTS FROM ELD. RANDALL'S JOURNAL. Bibles and Christian privileges. Its value
who had been fighting at a public house,
| may be as highly appreciated as in any othMay 12, 1802. “ Monthly meeting at er portion of the world; for it is capable of
came raving and pushing ‘his way through
was a heaven (in a
the crowd, with blood runming down his . New Durham, and
changing the whole character, externally
degree ) on earth.”
face. Before the close of the meeting, howHence, the utility of sendand internally.
ever, he fell on his knees saying, “Iam
18. *¢ Attended the fu
Ming missionaries to the heathen. But who
Can God forgive of Bro. H. D. Buzzell,of ‘Gilmanton. Text,
.., such an awful sinner.
shall send them? Let the church do it.

me?” At-another time some roughs brought

are

* Have

felt secure in our prospesity with too much

Dec. 8. ¢ Attended the ordination of Josiah Magoon and Simeon Dana, and two

game effect as

—

with us, and we will do thee
8. Times:
|B

* Teacher, I've learned my verse!”

the fertility of our soil and its varied productions,so that we have almost felt that we

received, and its admired precepts and
worthy examples be practiced and followed.
Its retormatory principles may produce the

Early Sketches.—No. 26.

bearance, kindness, and tact, these difficul-

say, * Come
ood) "—=8.

the most tenacious and relia-

ness, but a serigus

people.

We have been proud of our vast resources,

10. ¢* From New Hampton home,
ing at two o'clock in the morning.

whose

expects us to

z

only

not be well for us as a people,in view of the

road. Gave religious instruction. = It was
a melting season.”
;
22. ** Quarterly Meeting at Pittsfield.

Dr. W., of Enfield, a Universalist, confessed that he was in a deplorable condition.”

Henry

prove this good. opportunity. Let us all ,“*
pray for him, and go to him this day, and '

their: comfort destroyed by your unfaithful.

sity, consider.” - And now that the first
flush of excitement,
has passed..would it

thank God that his word is preached; that
may be enlightened, the heathen taught,
the.truth is believed ; that sinners are savand the truth enforced. Thus may the
ed and that Jesus is still able to save ‘‘to
dark corners of the earth be irradiated with
the uttermost,” and that he uses feeble in-.
the effulgent light of the glorious gospel.
struments in his work.
W. H.4)
| The Bible, with all its holy truths, may be

But with - for-

becomes,

* Now

ask him to be a Christian,
and we must im-

ing promises to them that youilo not intend carrying out to the very letter. Not

| of men?
VESTA.
and have ever since been traveling v
|
Missions.
rejoicing in the way to heaven.”
|
eross,” who would not have been reached
A yoang man from th2 country fell into |
Drink, but Remember.
in more ‘obscure places.
Perhaps more than three-fourths of the mnbad company, and indulged in habits of disLd
—— re
:
House-to-house visiting is also carried on sipation.
One evening, he went to a Con- habitants of the globe are entirely ignorant
* you think it is your duty to drmk’ inby the laborers in this mission; the sick cert [Tall where he was accustomed to of the Bible and its requirements, Deprivtoxicating liquors, by all means do so. On no
and dying are visited, tracts are distributed, waste his time; but when he reached the ed of every means of obtaining religious inaccount violate your conscientious conviemothers’ meetings, children’s meetings, and door, he felt no inclination to enter, and struction, they are following the inclinations
tions, but while you raise the cup to your
Bible-classes are ‘held; while temperance turned to go home again.
Passing the of their depraved hearts. They are engaged lips, remember that this draught represents
societies, bands of hope, maternal societies Mission Hall on the Whitechapel
road, his in-all those: heathenish practices which con- the bread of some starving brother; for the’
for the relief of poor women in their time of attention was arrested by the word, Now, stitute idolatry. They have no guide to di- food of at least six million persons is yearly
greatest difficulty, soup kitchens and cheap which was placed in'large letters over the “rect them, but are left to follow the vain grasped by the maitste and distiller, and
provision stores, with free breakfasts and
door. Wondering what it: meant, he went imaginations of their own hearts. Practie- its nourishment destroyed.
.
teas, are all used for the twofold purpose of in, was awakened to a sense of sin and dan- .ing those things which debase the mind,
Remember that so long as you are in
g people temporally and spir- ger, soon after found peace in Jesus, and they may emphatically be termed heathen. health those liquors are unnecessary; 2,000
benefitinthe
itnally ; speeial care being taken that efforts became one of the happiest and most zeal- Here, then, is room for the most enlarged
medical men have asserted It, and*hundreds
for the former, shall be made to secure the
benevolence. The cause of missions is a of thousands of teetotalers proved it.
ous members of the mission.
J
latter. It is not to be expected that such a
Remember that most persons who act as’
There were several other cases T hoped benevolent cause—a cause in which all may
More
missionaries
can und’
work agn be carried on without,
you do, injure their health and shorten their
to get in; but my space is filled.
Let us ‘do. good.
should be sent to the heathen. The world lives by so doing.
and

use,

= cultivation,

Others said’ (and they were those

not the necessary confident in them!
Trust the children, and they will learn to
be trastworthy ; and, aboverall, avoid mak-

precious

righteousness,” and * In theeday of adver-

and saints mych

school-house on

continual

I've given those fellows a good.

sore perplexed.
;
:
* Children trained to thoughtful observ : You are perhaps inexperienced, ‘and distion seldom err ii mattérs that haye any “like to ask older workers how you shall disps
bearing on their recollection, and yit how pose of your embarrasgments,
It may not be what you would call a spiyfrequently are they contradicted and their
itual perplexity ; but whatever it is, be sure
assertions sgt at naught, because we have
ble.

who

children at the

You must not expect much

said, ¢* Now

his disease being consumption.
His illuess i their confidences in you entirely uproot- 4 see your-proper course without advice, then
the indication is, probably, that you are to
was borne with remarkable patiénee. Hise od.
et the help from some co-worker. For
* At the cloze of a certain Sunday-school,
faith was strong and hope cheerful. He the teacher requested the little ones to learn having en the Lord, however, you will
died triumphant. His death is lamented by a varse of Scripture containing the word no doubt be better directed how to state the
many.
May the God of the widow and the “love,” and recite it to her at the reopening matter to your fellow, and he will be the
The more abundant]y able to give you the refatherless support our bereaved sister and of the school the ensuing autumn.
»
children were delighted with the idea, quired assistance.
family, Sermon by Rev. H. Blackmarr.
We hive secn this tried. We have provwhich was really a good one, and two little
a
~
0. E. B:
ones learned by heart the selections made ed it.
“Why, Freddy,” said an indulgent fafor them.
School reopened, and the eager faces44her, ta his almost idolized school y son,
Lessons of the Calaslity.
I
watched for the anticipated request, but in “ why didn’t you write me -oftener?
thdught you would tell me, anyway, when
| vain.
By the pen of Inspiration it is written,
Had the téacher forgotten?
Perhaps; you wanted money, instead of wiltin to
the
“When thy judgments arc in the earth, but she had many a reminder from those your~brothers or the girls for it!”
tone
was
justly
thak
of
aggrieved
love,
whose
memories
were
less
treacherous.
the inhabitants of the world will learn

from

one o'clock at night. A comfortable time.”
37. ** Meeting atEld, D. Hibbard's on
Squam Island.
Text, * Whois she that

I'll have

Hirongh

with his church in Washington.

‘been confined to his home most of the time,

15.

under

held

Got to Thomas-

for

where we

till after midnight with not much

over the

:
Irishman

Feb: session, 1847, of the

hatl a

shope

any better I”

of thems!” and similar expressions, conf.

censed ham, and at length ordainéd hint, at

»

under the cliff of a rock

“1 think they will, if they are real Chris-

ually prove an ignorance of those with
whom we have
to deal, and whe frequently
his father, a C', Bap. church, Sometime after| exeet-their eldersin thosé attributes 8f
this, being dissatisfied with the Calvinism mind and heart that are usually! considered
:
and close communion of his church,he unit- the results of growth and'éulture.
© The instinctive knowledgeof childhood
¢d witha F. Bap. church in Washington, is Toud our comprehension, ‘and is part
Richland 'Co., ©. He soon had impressions of the inheritance they bring, with them inof duty to preach. The church and Q. M., to this working world, Memory, being the
satigfied with his call and qualifications,li- first faculty brought in requisition and kept
the

o

tians, and I am pretty sure some of them
are,”
*
*
*
wo
:
We are very apt to put a low estimate on.
As the boys left the class, one of ‘them

“in a

souls have found the path of life by his direction. He was a pioneer in alk reforms.
His health had been fecble for many
years. For a year vefore his'deathhe had

Ld

Contract.

light shote),

were shed.”

r

Your

don which he found in‘Bible reading, pray-

SEPT. 14Y “In Maine.
Went from
Bristol to Thomaston. in a small canoe.
In

at any | vincedof sin, went again, obtained peace
hour, even in the dark,dreary nights of win- in believing, withstood much persecution,
ter, a congregation can be obtained in the | and isnow a useful helper in the mission.
great thoroughfares of- London.” . These " One eveaing, after one of the preachers
oben-air services are. usually made auxilia- had closed the service; a man came up to
ries to in-doer services, which are announced
him, and said, *“I thank God I. ever heard

B. says, “We
is. The devil
principle, and
We have been

tears

Keep

comforted.”
;
vast destruction by fire in Chicago and the
Ocr.
13.
* Monthly Meeting in New Lyest, to inquire ** What is_the lesson ?” Let
had lateiy returned from Canada, and had
Durham. <A time of searching power. us heed the exhortation, ‘In the day of
lived a life of sin, and had just spent-a hundred dollars in a few days of dissipation, One member was found to be a deceitful, adversity, consider.” Tt is true, we are a
was passing down the Mile End road while } lying whisperer and -tattler and mischief- great nation, and we have thought we had
re
;
the best country that ** ever, sun shone on.”
the preachers and their friends were sing- maker.”
16. ¢ Attended a meeting of the little We have boastedof our rapid growth, thes
ing
;
-

of the |

meeting is to beheid.
Mr.
strive to go wherg the crowd
and his followers act on this
by so doing they succeed. =

Many

——

He

work of an evangelist, yet

Among these are preaching Jn the open “We are bound for the land of the pure and the
air. This is carried on at pumerous points
holy,
both on Sabbath days, and on week evenThe home of the happy, the Kingdom of love;
Ye wariderers from God, in the broad road of
ings; and in the winter, as well as in the
+ folly,
summer.
Mr. Booth says that mnotwithstanding the strong aversion of this class |. 0 say, will you go to the Eden ahove”
of people to churches and chapels, they wiil He said to himself, *‘Sure, that is the very
‘‘cagerly listen to any speaker who, with place where I wouldlike to go ." . He fo}ordinary ability, in a loving and earnest | lowed them to a dancing-hall, where they
manner,

Mary

it strange, will you? Remember, you have
just told them to do so,”
‘“No," said Henry, hesitatingly, a little
surprised ‘at the turn matters had taken;
‘ but I
guess they won't come,”

chance at me ; I wonder if they'll come.”

it. I began to pray,and ask God to change
my heart. I believed Jesus, and instantly
looketh forth as the Morning ? &c. A
felt, oh, so happy. I spent the whole day
most blessed season which ‘lasted till past
in singing and prayer.”
She met with
midnight.”
:
much persecution from her sister and the
28. “¢ At Bro. John Csrd’s, in Woolwich,
neighbors, and her father turned her out of
doors for attending a prayer-meeting; but Spoke from, ¢ What could have been done
she has held on her way as a consistent and more to my vineyard than I have not done

enter a regular place of worship; and if the
gospel is to reach them, it must be taken to

in mind,

chard;

a

thinking

calm

Bro. Reave was a fair scholar, a good, atceptable preacher, and one of the most cir
cumspecet and exemplary Christians we have
ever known. Though not ‘adapted to the

singing,

while

Becoming

Scriptures said would come,
Blessed be
(God, it did not move me.” *
9, * Spokein: Hartford, Vt., in an or-

sermon and a hymn she had heard, she said
to herself, ‘Well, them people seems hap-

large majonty of this class

fof the, population

True,

:
H.,

,

Lu

—

new world,” as he expressed it. Being of a the cana ities of children, making their age
cautious temperament, not willing to be de-’ and ght. a standard for all mental and
“They don’t know
ceived, he sought greater evidence of par- moral attainments.

this girl exclaimed, ‘At any rate, I will see
Rom. 3: 17, * And if children, then heirs,’
where them devil-dodgers be going to;” and
&c. Some freedom, but not much powshe foliowed the procession to the hall. er.”
:
.
Her attention was arrested, and she went
16. “ Conférénce in Camden.
It lasted
again the next evening.
She says that om;

and pleasure-seekers without
The

John

and baptized

ton about

Here. are infi-

dels, drunkards, thieves, harlots,

Pittsfield

“Oh, could I hear some sinner say, I will go,
I'll start this moment; clear the way, let me go!

“This is stated to be ‘To go out into the
highways. and hedges, and bring in the
thousands who at present seem to be outside the paleof all religious influence .and
‘operations ; who if not positively and bitterly opposed to Christianity, are totally indifferentto it.” In the east of London is
to be found ‘‘a dense population given up

to all kinds of wickedness.

his wife and

fergiveness, and it
13. ¢ Continued in

a professor who was very warm in vindication of Calvinism.v He got high and told
me I was one of the false prophets the

loose

of the providence oftiod, till he finds himself | a group of girls in striving to annoy the
“devil-dodgers and ranters” as she called
at the head of an extensive iiission, embrac- |
them.
: One evening, while a lady was ading many departments of . Christian , effort, |
dressfha the Crd his girl tried to interwith numerous co-laborers to ‘assist him in
rupt by saying, “You're all sinners,and go"this Work. - When in London two years:ago,
After the preaching had
I becarhe acquainted with this mission, and ing to hell.”

wi

with

struck her.. He begged
was a melting time.”

True and Abigail True.”
AUG.%. *“ In Lebanon, N.

preach.

ing placo id Mile End. a young girl,

differed

8.8. Department.

was’

er, and frequent exercise in social meetings.
He at length was baptized and joined, with

12. ** Monthly Meeting at Pittsfield, A
wonderful season.
One poor backsiider
came im, fell down in the alléy, confessed

actress; Saved by femilies.—1 will try to
condense two or three cof these eases, and

B. has fol-

the

to be

lowed what he believed

idea

character.”
They are such as the following :
—The drunkard’s wife; A lion changed to
a lamb; The infidel husband;
A converted
butcher, who had been a thief and a drunkard; A blaspbemer and an, infidel ; A drunken sailor vescued; The conversion of an

God
preach in these novel Sircumstances.
blessed the effort; and the result was, he
concluded to. remain and labor in this Vicin-

ity. . The field widened, and Mr:

will give an

when he

fell. aleep, to awakein the mothing

aries. 1 Wish I had room to transfer many. ham, Candia and Raymond, and in time begospel, It avose,apparently,in an incidental of these to these columms.,
The titles of came four churches, one in’ each town. ]

way.

&ec.,

years, when, after a sore struggle of days,
he, at alate hour oft" e night, gave his heat

6. * Embodied a church at Deerfield.
The mext dag. wrote all the mgrning for the

:

CONVERSION.

OF.

At Raymond - tarried

with Bre, Joseph Dudley.”

“On this Rock,

{ about 12 yéars of age. His conviction continued in varying degrees for somé two

15 miles after 10 o'clock «ft night,” .
Jury 5, “To Raymond.
On the way
had a sweet meeting with friends at David

. A large portion of the pamphletd is occu-

London which are seeking to bring the poor
and degraded

would

had QeCess,

East London Christian Mission.
This is one of ' the numerous

Petér,

make an apology ; andin others, the preachcrs have used the opportunity for singing,
praying, and speaking for Jesus, in places
to which they

13,1871.
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to-grow there.

How hushed the hiss of party hate,
The clumor of the throng!
How old, harsh voices of debate
*

Methinks the spirit’s temper grows
Too soft in this still air,
Somewhat the restful heart foregoes
- Of needed watch and prayer.
Fhe bark by tempest vainly tossed

Rutider yi the Seal,
os
who
bruv
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Faint by the isles of balm.

Better than self-indulging years
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The outflung heart of Joutn,
Phan pleasant songs in idle years
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refresh,

And Jet the weakness of the flesh
‘Thy strength of spirit share,

And, if the eye must fail of light,
The ear forget to hear,

| and sit in the Warm shining!

Make clearer still the spirit’s sight,
More keen the inward ear!
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scorn-

fall of profit. This is the talk which he gave

his people:

The meeting is open for remarks; but let

There is noth- |

us have no great speeches.

But the lover of Christ, how! he

Him.

How he clings to Him.

i he is in His society.
muses.

ing that takes the life out of a prayer-meet- | Prays, talks,

hap- | «Love your enemies’? ”

How

Many-

andgto

say,

the Bible

.

bond of brotherhood.— Murray.

a

Him, | little text ‘So completely upset her revenge-

to His | fui feelings that she could net say another

—

Persons

who

:

Wp

meetings who never speak a Word therefavord. There was in the ‘same parish a
Yet how happ these often areythe sisters young girl who had left school to take a sit- | a time to dance,” in justification of the

The best
have it smothered in flowers.
speech I ever knew a man to make in pray-
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talkers
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steer clear of them ; and these men that float
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that time she came
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and

said

the past
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taught: mg that enabled me to |
i to you? Do you feel thisi | Mr. Whitlock
Is He precious

longing after Christ, “this rest in Him? | do so:

Let patience have her perfect work."—
Rest not until you do. You can not rest|
Is there any man here with a trouble? | until
you do. There is no rest but in Him. | British Workman.
right out. Trouble handed
Let him talk it

the One
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It is astonishing howdull religious aundi_ences do look! In lecturing halls you see house, and six of them be overcome and
people with eyes wide open, nudging each captured, while the seventh remained lurkother and nodding to the sentiments offered. "ing, intent on plunder, in some secret corIn prayer-meetings the same pegple look ner of the room, the owner of the house
dull, They cultivate the dulllook. They could not sleep in security. If a bird, fallhave an idea that to be devotional they ing into a snare, or a mouse snapped fast
must look sleepy. A brother gets up to in a trap, be held, the one by a.single claw
talk, and a father in lsrael puts his head and the other by the ©ar or tail, both are in
- down on a cane, and a mother in Israel her as much danger as if their whole bodies had
been surprised and seizod by an irresistible
head on the back of the seat in front of her,
»
J
and another looks up to the ceiling and power.
So it is with sin, Tho least sin must be
seems to be counting the eracks in it. Now
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for
parse, or wnether: we knot poruhes
: the body, even though
o set at liberty,
|
! ro
perfect and th
between the

see if we can

Nor turn from treasures still my own

hn

telegraphed eset:

en_ before,th
| before the IS man
the prayer-meeting,
| spirits ‘attend and
Leayen,we will not

o% indicus of the EISwillg
pain, Years

Pr

:

i
1C cap
hear
Fire.

|i broken sntncen
whl attemps
his |1kMay wo ceasebis commingling
ued and icowith be buntharlots Hoin [rig
oerice: vv emns
rik would
ow oucan the, theChlChri that sinlon yougout be |"

E

Flow into rythmic song.

Fle would retain the | —false pleasures, false joys, talse ambitions,

hough sin be taken away,

g
twseology that
hireno Sr

»

2 dim the gold of life has grown
™
1 will not countit dross,

~'%

by the mightier Spivit.

1h
Chicagd

the

God, they | Insurance companies have falled.
The reportersdo not get the best speech- fain hold in his management all occasions | listen to the reply of the Spirit of
es. When a man, warny with religious | to sin.
Ck
| oy
would
heat
him
say,
‘‘
Did
you
not
onloan.TTBS
and to placeTHE
by | here,NOES
? And how can joy come out butwant
Sou ma may Jaye his gambling ; but
ope, gets up to encourage others,’ though

“|

His light sbines on me from above,

i

and ise Aifsechmalis os #iving Strongiblows
feel iy heme Mi Would Snir) the cult pur-to { [on
remarks they ‘have made. They
heavily on that eile,
this. side, bearing
abandon the ‘Saokaths
ousted, Seek them out, and tell them they | Suits, Ta will
ten thousand ways doing violence
|andin
the
keep
did first-rate (thatis, if you can igi with- | God’s dominion, if-he may but

half sick,’ and eross about the

1 does.

I Tow

alent l tomonning wid

: Hefory

After

out lying). The genuine Christian maid | Weck-days between !- He will let a man | to their natural feelings; and they cry Sut, | Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
never does half so poorly as he thinks he | profess, if only he can hinder the practice. | ** Hast thou become altogether mine ene- | not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those easce

:

Beneath the moohlight and the show
Kini
ies dead
irges,in my ear.
pe
he

395

heavy cross to carry. One-half of the peo- | Press a new possession, He covets soy and begins to break off the enyironmonts
thing still, thoush plagued end conquered | and bes tments by which they are confiued
pie who talk in prayer-meetings go eo

‘| discouraged,

z=
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still ask

e

codperation.

their

ve, a jellyfish! "And if not he, yet someof his
of | disciples confidently announce that the mys-

er.

As

special

|
to sub- |

encouragenents
the follow-

future, we offer

| inference is

not

obviously

necessary,

amd

+ may mot be warranted. Facts do not prove
To every new subscriber, sending the ‘so much.
No such’ radical. changes are
price of a year’s subscription, $2.50, we w ill seen taking place; none such are reported
send the remainder of the. present
‘fred.

Or,

TT a Debate Impending? ?

heart of the Becaive:

volume

;

| elsewhere; hone such are described by. hisIt yrians ; no discovered fossils exhibit the
| animal organism in this transition: state.

2. To every new subscriber for the next |
|
volume, who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents |
in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send ||
a new and beautiful chromo entitled ** The | |
Wreathed Cross.”
This is one of the most | |
|

Cis il Service

A good brother wishes to know if the
subject of Masonry will be allowed a formal and thorough discussion in the Star.
That depends. If a competent supporter
of the Order, who is ready to answer ques-

tions frankly, to réport facts just as’ they
are, to become an impartial - expounder in-

silence of the ‘message

on

San

Domingo

The

reports

from

tragedy.
:
and imperiled high interests enough to
The Indians will not be treated as out bring it into utter disrepute. Must it still
satisfactory ; laws, and still give back the treatment that be championed by men who claim to be

the

several

Heads

of

Departments art generally
that of Mx, Boutwell is especially clear and

Congress opens with a decided look of
business. Important measures were brought

not

proved;

back

admitting
imstéad

of

we wait
the

'for

theory,

solving

blow while the left is still smarting,

opponent of the Or

der, who deals in true logic instead of denuhciation, caricature, doubtful assertion

and pious horror;

who will temper

with sweetness and exalt'it

with

fidelity

magna-

who is so earnest to find the right policy
that he has little eare to be pronounced .a

victor in

debate,—if

such

an

ics are already securing earnest attention.
The opposition members are already marshaling for a resolute fight with the administration on several measures, | That was to
be expected; dnd though there may be
more ambition and ‘vaptiousness than statesmanship and anxiety for the public good |
in the assaults, yet the legislation may be |
| purer than though it ‘were not watched by |

antagonist | a large corps

wishes to give his reasons*for disliking’ this

organization a place in the Star,

wb

of jealous.

critics

who “are

ready to take advantage of ¢ very . fault

will | blunder.

The

session

will

not

be

a

“Because

It 1s Right.”

his present

says in his message,

Indian

policy.

*‘I recommend

of success, who
right.”

pursues

He
liberal

it

* because

Concord,
monious.

seen “that

S—

carry

is to

.

be

cable parts, ang

she is found to be drifting ity if the results of last March should
toward the shofe, there is fearful consterna-. be repeated at the coming election. The
tion. So, mofally, when our hearts are fixed, trusting if God, and we abide by his in-

probabilities that

they will be

are

quite"

as strong as those that foretokened the last
| Republican defeat. The convention in Jan-

stitutions, we aye safe amid all the condi
of life; but if wg release our hold on himm\ vary will virtually decide the questiop, and

If that last clause states the truth, it needs

the last few months,show an amount and degree of corruption well nigh incredible
were not the evidence such as to preclude
doubt. It becomes the duty of every upright man to explore the occasions, and seek
aremedy ere it is too late. What are the
causes of this decline in morals? Dotibt-

treatment of them would be just and friendly.
Peace-commissioners were soon appointed to travel among and labor with
them; efforts were made to bring their
chief warriors and .counselors to our larg-

party

ization that nothing but its own faithlessness
nas called into being.
It would be a calam-

also.indicateto what degree the Republican
party ‘is really the guardianof the public

out: the Indian

and to show that his

Republican

again confronted at the polls by an organ-

no further argument to establish jthe wisdom of his policy. It is well known that
that policy has been one of peace. Almost
his first dct in relation to the Indians was
‘to'rebuke those who were clamoring for

their extebmination,

the

gnchored fears not the fieree

and his law, we have no protection, no sure
hold in the day of trial.’
peace policy, not only because it is humane,
Many are thus drifting op to certain ruin,
Christian-like and economical, but bedause it ~The disclosures of fraud; profligacy, and
“is right.”
recklessness in most daring forms within

appropriations to

Dr, Blackmer, of Sandwich, was

| storm ; the sound of breakers near causes no
{ alarm ; but if sje drags her anchor, or the

|

A ship firmly

attendance,

at its head. Rev"Mr. Babeock delivered an
address to the people, which was a clear,
manly and unobjectionable statement of the
purpose of the party and the causes that
called it into existence.——Thus it will be

it is
»

—

was a good

nominated for Governor, and a Press Association was formed, which will publisha
paperat Concord with Rev. O. H. Jasper

The Family.

|

There

and the transactions weve spirited and har-

-

dull |

This is President Grant's chief reason for
pursuing

it. Thaty8, such is the convietion that iaturally comes from a fair interpretation of moral laws,
This simple
settement by the President, if it is genuine,
ought to win iim more praise than all his
terrible obstinacy ever won him censure.
His course seldom lacks supporters or fails

and

for an arena

Whence came the jelly-fish? And {6
in these columns with a heedless or impathing less than the power and wisdom of God ‘tient refusal.
kind
that
has
been
|
55
elegant.works of its
o set-and keep at work the agencies of the
But neither of these model debaters has
produced, and is worth the price of the pa- | natural world as to bring results so grand appeared. We do not expect them just
per. This offer holds good until Apr. 1, | from be ginnings so.small and mean?
No, yet. We are not searching for them.
Pos"The theory iS only a theory, without the sibly the millennium may bring them in ;—
1872.
y
3. To all our old suthoribers who shall support o! evidence ; and if it were adwmit- probably, however, when that good fime
ted, the need of God is still as imperative comes, the occasion for debate may have
settle all arrearages, and pay for the paper
as ever, and the proofs of his presence are passed away. We see no great advantage
in advance at least to Jan'y 1, 1873, and not weakened by one jot or tittle.—And so
likely to result from sucha discussion as
forward 10 cts. to pay postage, &c., we will religion renders her answer . calmly and un- would probably be maintained. . And so we
also send a cop} of this same Chromo. abashed.
seriously doubt the propriety - of admitting
This offer holds gbod till Dec. 31, 1871.
Another example. Prof. Huxley, using one. Wb yielded to the request of Brother
We make this special offer as an ‘expres- his microscope and his keener mental eye, Bartlett, that his article might have a place,
a form of vitalized matter more ont of regard for. his high personal excelsion of good-will
toward the many old discovers
minute than his" scientific - brothers had lences and the Christian sincerity with
and stanch friends of the Star whose inWholly unadone: It seems to be the primal cell. He which he made his protest.
terest in its behall hasbeen so unmistaka- «calls it protoplasm.
‘It is apparently the ble to approve Masonry ourselves, from the
bly shown.
same thing wherever it appears, whether general knowledge we possess respecting
NB. It will be understood that no per- in the lowest form of vegetable life or in it, we should have spoken of it in terms
different from those which he employed.
eentage is allowed in those cases where the the highest types of the animal kingdom.
But we allowed hig to express his own
The oben manufactures it out of the rock
Chromo is sent,—that the subseription and |
[to which it clings; and the physiological thoughts on his own ‘responsibility, just as
postage are to be. paid in advance,—and that | organism of Prof. Haxley brings it out from. we often allow our correspondents to do,
those who wish the Chromo will need to || the turtle soup which he has taken for his even when their opinions and methods are
We “declined the
But it appears the same thing in quite unlike our own.
signify that wish in connection with theiir || dinner.
It is the'germ-cell lying at “the two replies sent us, because they were obremittance.
Will not our subscribers gen-, | both eas
% basis of al life, and the whole world of sen- | | jectionable in tone or ineffective as answers,

They |

have, inlieed, a good share of the animal
KHL TEMPERANCE IN NEw Hampsaire. The
mixed with the human, but not so much temperance party of New Hampshire asthat, humane ‘treatment can not in time
sembled in Convention last Wednesday at
overcome

forward on the very first day, and vital topAnd if a competent

not dismiss their application

turther

is

Besides,

statesmen, “and thus kept, claiming the attention of a public that was long since disvine beauty of turning the right cheek for a usted with it 2 |

more malediction than any other,

tle

theory

belontogs
fair dealing. They are not yet
far enough out of the woodsto see the di-

able, and will call ‘out more panegyriesand

it only E2 dves the problem of creation a 8

The

moval ; and that it was wholly the work of
the politicians who arranged the Committee.
On the other hand it is said that the President's wishes are expressed against his restoration, and that the friends of the Massaentered into which no one but the Indians chpsetts Senator are consequ
ently losing
ever thought of keeping, —these furnish heart.——The whole affair is unfortunate
at
pretty ood reasons, as the world goes, for the best. It has already caused ‘personal
such sad affiirs as the Wickenburg coach bitterness enough to give it a bad name,

matters is an eloquent commendation of*the
President's * manly. self-restraint.
On the
whole, the paper will'strengthen ‘the’ confidence of the country in its chief; encourage
those who are wor king for his re-election,
and furnish a very small amount of capital
for the use of his opponents.

take his request into serious consideration, one, and ave trust it may be fruitful in
Let our
And if two such manly men and Chrig- | wholesome and needed work.
tian controversialists wish to argue the | | patriotic eyes watch. our public servants,
question thus with each other, Yor mutual | and our reverent faith pray for their fidelibenefit And the profit of the public, we "will ty.

evidence.

Soi something about the provocations
that almost daily stir- their blood. Their
undisputed rights
ignored, agreements
made with them only to be broken, pledges
given only to be repudiated, and contracts

Re-

form is well and forcibly exhibited, and the

The aiiswer of religion to this theory is nimity; who will appeal to a healthy connot a ready assent, Instead, it says: The science rather than to heated prejudices;
|. 5

ing:
1

»

ns
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circulation of fe E way, without any special creative act, from

have sought. to make thi paper wi
patronage and a blessingo to-all its readers. | tery of existence is solved, andl there is no
trust that its value | function or place for a Creator or the proviIn the year to come wo
may not be less than herétofore, but great- dence of a personal Ruler,
scribers)in the

H

But out of these - facts Mr, Darwin con- “stead of a mere advocate,to maintain Chris[str ucts a theory to which. he applies the tian courtesy and charity toward critics and
name, ‘ Natural Selection.”
According to
opponents, and to put his defense upon the
"this the ory, all the higher forms of life have ground of high moral principles rathef‘than| been developed from the lower by the prothat of ‘common’ worldly expediengy,—if
cess of ages.
Newtoir and Shakspeare, such an advocate comes forward and asks a:
and Paul ,—perhaps even Josys
of hearing in the interest of truth and right||Isgish
Nazareth himselfy—have cqme up in this eousness, we \'will - carefully consider the

po
who hav

So far the an:

swer of religion is, ** Yes.

Al Fow ‘Special Ww rile;

Star, we

ol the original being
His proofs are strong

| Christians, and they assent.

oer

interest in the

of anim als are

{and quite satisfying to fair and intelligent

dressed to the Publisher.

taken an

modifications
have taken place.

| able

|

Editor.

to all those

MC PRN. ING

1

| likely to survive while the, inferior ones
[rerish, and that the qualities become still
higher with the lapse of time, until consider-

a All communications designed for publication
should be addresged to the Editor, and all le tters on
business, remittances of money, &¢.," should be ad-

With many thanks

a

[ best specimens of any class

( Star,
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less

they

are

numerous,

though

we

welfare.

~——

who

knew

the needs of man,

THE

wise

counsels then,

feel confident of a victory

CATACAZY CORRESPONDENCE. >

Through the presumed blunder of Senator
Cameron,

the reporters

and consequently

the public got hold of the Catacazy correspondence last Wednesday. He put it into
the wrong bundle of papers¥and so let out

here

some State secrets before their time. The
letters of Mi. Fish are to Minister Curtin at

notice but one.
He

We hope for

so that we may
afterwards.

when

St. Petersburg, and simply state that the
Rassian minister is an impertihent,
offilation, preserved it amid the ruin of the
cious, meddlesome fellow, and express the
er cities, where they could witftess the posfall, guarded it in all the life of tribes and
hope that he may be recalled. This of
sibilities of civilized life, and become con- nations, cherished it by special provisions,
course created a little ripple of ékcitment at
vinced that it was better than their own;
sanctioned and honored it in every succesthe Russian Court, but the objectionable
it was aimed to bring their territory under sive dispensation. But opposers have not
Minister was finally superseded. It is an
the surveillonce of such military men as been wanting, some shamelessly and defiunfortunate affair at the best, and especially
would brandish no arms until all peaceful antly trampling upon it; others, pretending
since its worst disclosures are made right
erally call the attention of their friends to
or both.
We used our best judgment in measures failed ; and in all his treatment | more benevolence and wisdom than the in the midst of the Duke's visit among us.
{tient and rational beings is the oulcome
The result is
the paper and to this specigl offer ? This of this protoplasm working on the line of both cases, just as we have always done of the Red Maun there has seemed to be a || Founder, present substitutes.
It can hardly promote his mission or con|
consistent
regard
to
these
various
friendly
the
same,
however
men
cast
off
the fear of duce to his pleasure ; but at the same time
is the séason for canv 7assing, and s80M {nature's great laws.
That is Pr&(. Hux- and must still do, simply because, defect‘expressions.
>
God and contemn his institutions.
the hearty welcome that is everywhere exReligious men may prop- Freres thay jndgment may be, it is the best
thousands of new fhames should be added to || 1éy’s discov ery.
To
be sure, the Peace-commissioners
We do not assert that all the evil of our tended to him must at once relieve him of
e
have.
o;
.
{erly allow it, for his character and his
our list before the first of Jan'y.
of. Their mediatimes comes from violation of the divine any suspicions that might be awakened.
| Should articles on {his subject be here- have been evil spoken
| proofs call for an assent.
door
tions,and especially those of Vincent Collyer, law respecting the family, but that it has an
after
received,
they
will
be
inserted
or
omitBuf when he or his. disciples go on to inbeen often denounced as meddlesome
intimate relation to it. The family is very
Religion’s Answer to Sciences | fer that the mystery of life is solved, with- ted according to their character and pro- have
Someand
productive
of more harm than good +. near” God,—the parents only are between ——A BATTLE OF THE DOCTORS.
|
spec
tive
influence.
But.
with
our
present
| out the need of a Creator or a’ Divine Provtime
ago
there
was
a
skirmish
between
two
The chieftaindé who came hereto observe
their children and the heavealy parent.
views of what is “needful and best, and
branches of the Mass. Medical Society, the |
it is not wel! for Christian. menito turn | idence, there are some questions to be aske
how
finely
we
get
along,
Red
Cloud,
Stone
| Virtue. or vice springs up very early and
cps
4
x
|
contemptuously or pityingly away from | and answered.
Religion has the right to judging the future by the past, we think Calf, Spotted Tail and all the Test, only re- fixes the de stiny of the individual. “Train Allopaths refusing to fellowship the Homaethey
are
more
likely
to
find
their
way
to
modern discovery.
Scientific men are not | turn critic and catechist. = And so it does.
turned to their wallowing again; not espeupya child in the way he should go, and opaths, and. demanding that they be put
fools or traitors.
Many of the finest minds | It asks, if this protoplasm is anywhere found the waste-basket than to the composing
cially improved by
their brief visit to when he is old he will not depart {rom it.’ ¢| out of the way. The grievances of the
Trusting that nobody is ** spoiling
As far as
of the age are found busy in athe’ field of | save where life is already present and oper- room.
tidy people. And then the military power
Samuel was consecrated to God before his Allopaths were not numerous.
fora
fight
” over this matter, we have to
can
be
learned,
they
deplored
the
marked
And Prof. Huxley is forced to say,
natural science. - Their honest aad searnest | ative.
has often been most unwisely and’ cruelly
birth; so was John the Baptist. The Savstudy entitles them to respect.
The re- | « No.” It never appears in the mineral announce that there are no signs of a bat- exercised, as the Colonel Baker expedition, iour blessed little children, declaring that success of their rivals in administering litsults of that study are real, large, curious, | kingdom. The vegetable manufactures pro- tle in the sky and no scent of one in the and others similar to it, will witness; so that of such is the kingdom of heaven. As are tle but saving. doses, thereby healing their
air.
suggestive, important.
They are gach as || toplagm from the rock; the grazing animal
there is still ample room for grumblers, to the elements so are the masses they com- patients. but ruining. Allopathic custom.
EE
must tell upon the mades of - thougtit pre- | forins it f2om the plant; the carnivora manuexercise themselves.
pose. Ruin succeeds corruption, The proud The Watter finally got ifito court, an injuncvailing in society.
Ahey will modify theo-! facture it from the dizested. flesh of the an- The Message dnd its Reci ‘tpients.
And then the friends of the policy have empires of antiquity crumbled and fell tion was issued preventing the expulsion of
ries and systems,
They may
require | imal.
+ Well,”is the reply of religion,
pictured in
i pleasing colors the state of af- through moral corruption.
If the children the Hommopaths, and the whole affair was
changes in our forms of theological state- “ Whence came the rock for the use of the "The President prom PHF sent his third an-'{¢airs that it would surely produce.
The In- of our great cities, our smiling villages, our to be tried last week by a Medical Board.
ment, if we are to honor the truth and keep { plant © Whence and what is this’ original nual message to Congress on Monday of dians would begin to feel like men and rewide domain, grow up vicious, nothing can But when the time of trial came, the Board
a hold upon the faith of thinking men. principle of life, without which protoplasm
last week. Ii found the great body of Sen- spect their manhood.
They would ex- save us from the vortex of destruction. Civil) wag found- unprepared, and stated that the
They are new anil clearer and juster ex- | can never be made and life perpetnated ? ators and Representatives” in their seats, change their war-paint and feathers for the
"Medical Society felt obliged to await the
institutions, educational facilities,
the best
pressions of His thoughts and ways Ww hom And why is it .that the protoplasm, which
waiting for Lis suggestions and ready for citizen's garb. They would appreciate the
laws will be but ropes of sand. If the decision of certain. questions involving the
Christians worship, and in truly knowing seems to be the some thing in the nettle, the work.
friendly terms on which Government met family institution placed at the foundation rlegality of their charter. The matter rests
whom the soul finds life eternal.
What- donkey, and the philosopher,
The messaze is a fair mental photograph them, and show us again those noble qualiwhen it has
of »society is broken up, vain are all other there at present. It-is only a revival of *
ever facts are learuud that define and illus- come to develop itsblf, always comes out a of its author, as ‘well as a ciear presentation ties of truth and fidelity with which rothe old question that has always divided
appliances.
If the’ parent be wanting,
trate God's plains and purposes, need not nettle in the first {nstance, a donkey in the of his views of public policy. He is not yet mance invests them. - Their women would
these two medical *schools, and is withal
what can the teacher, the legislator do?
scare any true Christian with the idea that second, and
Rhetorically be given their merited place, and‘ thieving
‘quite as ridiculous as any previous manifes2a man in the third?
Be- a master of elegant English.
Alas for the tender child who has no pious
they wiil put his soul in peril.
It is the cause Prof. Huxley's discovery makes the considered, his papers are quite inferiorto and massacres would be unknown.
Their father or mother to turn the first outgoings tation of it. The whole thing is quite as
truth, reverenily accepted and wisely used, creative process so very complex. and per- McClellaii’s ; in length he falls far short of country would soon show good cultivation,
much a matter of persopal preference and
of his immortal nature heavenward; but faith as anything else! Why, then, can not
that sanctifies . men,
And the naturalist petual, instead of leaving it simple and pe- Van Buren ; in pungency Andrew Johnson 4 Thrifty Indian farmers would be ad
who, as a waif cast upon a wicked world,
may be God's mouth-picce to reveal his riodie, does it cease to need and reveal a leaves him a long way in the rear.
this preference and faith be acknowledged
But common as week-days.
‘itself prone to evil, is dashed along the tide by both parties, and the weapons of their
- thought,as wellas the theologian and the God ? Orhas this discovery
his
style
is
better
in
this
last
message
than
!
ather served
These anticipations have manifestly not of error. Possibly in after years the poor
petty warfare be turned against the thing
preacher. David's devoutness climbed up to make the demand for him’ ol impera- in- any preceding one, and his views on been fully realized. The Red Man is still a
waif may be withdrawn from the whirlpool
tah God's presence, where he laid his conse- tive and to exalt his work ?”
of evil that each pretends to be battling?
national questions have been gaining in com- treacherous, wicked fellow, in the range of
by the strong arm of some one acting a parcrated soul, by the aid of the midright conRE — , aB
This is the answer of religion to some of prehensiveness from the day when. he took whose rifle there is no perfect security.
ent’s part, but most will drift on. Do you
stellations ; and Jesus has made the lily of the latest dicta of science. It is fair, ra- | possession of his office.
His wifé“¥8 also very much like him, and know how large a proportion of the subjects ——RESUMPTION OF ‘SPECIE PAYMENT. Ifthe field preachan effective sermon upon
He never fails to be RE
he has all the children bear a family resemblance. of revivals and of all those added to our the country is not made aware of all the
tional, appreciative. No other answer can
trust to almost twenty centuries.
And the
well be made at present, if religion is to evidently no ambition for fine ‘writing; ; and He still prefers hunting to farming, but churches come from Christian families, and plans to effect a resumption of specie payphenomena of the material universe have
keep clear alike of dogmatism and creduli- when he has once expressed his direct would rather steal the horses and cattle of how few outside of them &row up pious or ment, as well as all the objections to those
not yet spent. their force.
Never before
thought in plain speech, he leaves it for neighboring farmers than do either. He still even moral ? - There is about as
ty.
Nope
save
this added word,—that
much hope plans, it will not be because thegure kept
were their lessons so many, .s¢ clear or so
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MR CH

in this country in behalf of his chapel, schools
and hospital in Paris.. While here he made about

new Congregational churches are
at the rate of a hundred a year;
houseless churches has increased
thirty-five a year. Most of these

r, Bath,

Home

Rev. Athanese Coquerel, fils, has returned to

tifat while
ing formed
number of
the rate of

Erwin Center, NY.
Lg
J
J

Por

for

. Shoot Xoah 3

LES

Rev A E Wilson, Oswego, N'Y.

France, bearing with him about $9,000 collected

ed with the faithful and efficient labors of
‘Rev. M. H. Tarbox, and we trust that what

revival

Rev BW

church in New Haven.

fifty addresses.”
;
:
The American Congregational Union reports

Titusville, Penn.

rden,

Newspaper

PWoek.
| Only $1.00 & year; in clubso

: Wn Peters, Bad, i Union a St Johns, N'B.

Congregational

to Christ.
Others’ are still seeking the
pearl of great price, "We have been favor-

Our

John
}

Rev. J. Halstead Carroll,pastor of the Lee Avenue Reformed church in Brooklyn, is recommended for arraignment by the Clissis by the
‘majority of a special committee appointed to investigate charges against him. A minority of the
committee pronotmce him all right. Mr. Car-

we have enjoyed is but the beginning of the

#

y

been an able scholar, an eloquent preacher, and
an accomplished musician,

sight and are following Je
way.
A number who had lost
their faith and lain
down the cross have given themselves anew

ME.

v

td} his eightieth year. Hé is spoken of as having

roll

Wo d, Norwich NY.
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Rev. Peter Wolle, senior bishop of the Mora-

passing very nearto us in Maxfield, Several of the spiritually blind have receivag
their

SACARAPrPA,

Miss Eatolls

.vian Church, died at Bethlehem, Pa., Nov. 14, in

Nazareth is
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Revivals, &c

blessings our Father will send.
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tion House.

~

Jesus of

and

Forwarded,

BY
E Sgnborn, Fairbank,
Drew, Fairbank,
‘A H Coburn, Patten.

second by a Mr. Lovey, with the endorsement of
Drs. Fuller apd Armitage, and-the third is edit-

open re-

Dnsmiatinal ows ad. Nos
Mg,

Books

Cornish of

the Baptists—three different hymn-books claiming the attention of the denomination at once.
One has been prepared By, Rev. Meg ra. Cald-

bellion if they are not treated with proper
deference. Who knows, with a two weeks’
fair and hosts of newly-discovered friends

MaxFieLp,

Rev. Mr.

operation of the bishops of several States.
A “battle of books” is now going on among

them. But we shall almost look -for the
indications of greater self-respect among

:

Clergymen” is to be es-

8. ¢7

that town has the project in hand, with the co-

tian land should finally grow protectors for

to back them P

.

tablishedin Aiken,

hungry; be beaten, overworked and often
driven.to death, no wonder that a Chris-

animals after this, and perhaps
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not happy.”

My folio left behind;

+ Are you? - What for?”
« Miss Jackson is very sick. She needs
mustard-pounltices. I must
watch with

%:

her.”

Miss Jackson was an

\The rebels, from nly fort!”

a wooden head, from
| ter baths had

This child, 1 thought, knows not at all
A fancy from a fact;

Now , surely, chance to belp one came,
80, “What is lost?” I asked.

«Lost +—everything!” he cried, and frowned.
“Aye, everything I sought!

.
week round,

night?

1 pondered o’er the thought,—
Then, checked my stare to see,

’ He added, “Pardon :—trust you knew
I talked abstractedly.”

J

Your pains are lessening, then;
Patience! good neighbor; some delay,—
You may be well again.”

stove.”

“Look up! There tooths a region nigh ;
Aud Christ its sovereign is;
And if like Christ live you and I,

Then you and I live his.

all day long of him I think,
all day live with him;
my fleshly troubles shrink,
all of earth grow dim.”

1 little sail; but turned away,
My homeward path to climb;
TI-vow’d I never more would say
A useless thing avere rhyme !
O mortal, what were being worth,
Were not the famcy free,—
Its home heaven’s halo round the earth,
Its language, poetry?

‘

“That mast be a charming life! ” said the
‘‘I dm only of tallow—only

a tallow dip; but then I comfort myself, it

if die did die.

1believe WH

take off her

plasters, and put ker to bed. Hhe must
learn to bear her own pains. I haveto
when I have the tooth-ache. I must wash
ler eyes out first, so she'll go to sleép.”

Not days alone are bright;

Miss -Jackson meekly submitted to that

God’s endless light is for the soul;

is ‘always

better than

to be a mere

taper

that is dipped only two times. I amdipped
eight times; to get a decent thickn@s, I'm

Oft, days and deeds we prize

Own Way.

«Will you be a good girl, Rabie po
{
Babe did n’t answer a word, for in her

hty little heart she had firmly resolved
not be a good girl at all. She was a

but once in her life before, and that was
when: mamma was so very sick, and papa

truthful child; moreover she hated to hurt
her mother’ 8 feclings—henee her silence.

So the horses started, and poor sick mam-

indeed!

took good care of that. But as soon
earriage was really gone ‘she ran up
to her own little bed-room, bolted the
and cried as if her heart would break.

rustling

refus-

that poor

sick, that the

two, little

docmust

Consequently,
* As if
to her-

te

lit- |

seated itself at thiatable. She did n't intend

to eat anything—~ob, no! but Aunt Sophy

quietly helped ler, and to her own surprise
hungry,

having forgotten her usual Ion, "+ es
betiar she

and

allat once she

mice

were busy at work.

loud shriek, which effectually frightened the
little animals, and brought Aunt Sophy to
her &ide.
“Oh, auntie!” sho gobbed, “the mice

tears owed:

stairs,and

sofa,

she loved ‘Miss Jackson. - She gdve one

self; “1 conld hand her her medicine, and
time came, and a woe-begone

the

upon her very vitals, which were pouring
out in a stream of saw-dust and bran. '
Rubie was, mortally afraid of mice. Moreover, notwithstanding her late impatience,

tor said ehange of air was better than medshe

on

thought of Miss Jackson. Alas! nefiralgia
and mustard-plasters were nothing in comparison to what she was now suffering, for

Kind Aunt Sophy kndcked twice, but reThe little damsel

distinct even in each expressive inflection.
Is it then

are morally responsible for the training and
developmentof the unlovely and unwomaniy “girl of the period?” Had these pert,

, «There is something more important than

over-dressed,

eating,” said the wix- -candle. “Good company—to see them shine, and shine yourself. There isa party here this evening.
Now, I and all my family are soon to be
sent for.” “
Scarcely was this said when all the waxlights were sent for—and the tallow-candle,

ures, and

were eating Miss Jackson all up.”
#'Didn’s you see them . coming”

“No; I wasn't looking.
Ob
waht mamma to die. auntie”.
Aunt

Sophy

I don’t

took the poor excited child

upon her lap, and rocked her. without a
word, until the sobs hal ceased.

Then she

a L. L. Phelps.

Greece and Rome.

A History

of Ancient

:

and Description

of some of the most remarkable he

orials

of

clussical Architecture
venport
Adams author of " ell
AR of ‘Camp na,”
\%
hundred e
one
.
Publishers. 16mo. pp. 807. ag Tugs,
me

SUNNYDELL; or, Leaves from Miss Cora Green's
Book, bd i
Book.
Cousi n Zilpha,

Sqme Publishers.

*‘Your mother sits up and works

going
have a
for it.”
could

shine like the child's eyes.
““That 1s a pretty thing td see,” thought
the tallow-candle. “I shall never forget it,
to me

there can be

And so the can-

And so the candle came to the poor people—a widow with three children, in a low
studded Foom; right opposite the rich lady’s
house.

bless the good lady for what she
said the mother. *Itis a splendid
it can burn until far into the night.”
the candle was lighted.

“Pugh!” it said.

“That was a horrid

match she lighted me with. One hardly
offers such a thing as that toa wax-light,
over at the rich house.”

more.”
Then the smallest of the children in the

piness, as

great as

was in

upon

our

Yes.

In

the

glow of vanity

that

over-

spread the mother’s cheek while telling
over her child's precocious peccadilloes in
its hearing,—in the hearty paternal encore
that greeted each spicy flippancy of forward

infadcy,—in the laugh that

followed the

pert and saucy repartee, so cunning from
the lisping tongue, sweet with baby innocence, and piquant with just a delicate flavor of orginal sin,—*¢ "T'was there and then

dle was laid in the basket under the cover,
and the boy took it away.
:

“God
gave!”
candle,
And

social gathering¥, and

mothers ?

and when she heard the words, ‘far into the

certainly it seems

to

ness within the sacred precincts of Christian
homes, and from the lips of fathers and

far into the night—she can use this.”
The lady’s little daughter stoodby her;

and

the rich house,

when the little girl said, * We are going to

bave a party this evening, and I shall wear

the twig was bent.”
“Make less noise, Florry dear,” saida
father to his little four-year-old girl. | :
¢* Shoo fly, don’t bother me,” replied the
¢¢ fast” baby, without for a moment

discon-

tinuing the racket.
4 If ‘that isn’t rich!” riod the father.
“Do hear the little minx. Don't bother

‘you, eh!

Who

are you, pray?" poking at

the child with his folded paper.
“Oh, dry up. I'm Jacky Bell's sweetheart, that’s who,” rejoined the precocious
infant.

The father shouted with laughter.

ho! That is getting along.

« Ho,

Have to get

up in the morning to be ahead of you, don’t
they, Totalwiks? Youll. do.” And thus
the fasher educates his child, and lives to

weep at last because she proved so apt a
scholar.’
Oh, if there ever was a time when a return to the old ways was desirable, that
time is now; now, when a child who obeys
its parents is an object to begdmired for its
rarity ; now, when a young person who.
reverences the aged, or recognizesa superior, is an equally wonderful sight; now,
when forward lips everywhere drip with
irreverent slang. whose noisome frothings
eat away the lives of innocence from even
baby mouths; now, O Christian parents,
let us turn again. Let us cease our, baneful laughter, and seek diligently, though
with

tears,

wisdom

that

‘bids

better wayin

us train

up

which

our

true,

children.

‘And when théy are ‘old they will. not depart from it.”'~—Chris. Weekly.

ig red bows.” »

“Is it such a great thing to get warm potatoes?” thought the candle.

is just the same joy

among

* Well, here

the liftle

things,” and it sneezed at that—that
sputtered—and more

candle could: do.

than

The

the potatoes ‘were eaten.

they tasted!

that

tabte

is,

it

no

tallow-

was

spread,

Oh, how good

It was a real feast; and

each one got an apple besides,
smallest child sang the verse:

then

and

the
.

“ Now thanks, dear Lord, T give to thee
That, thou again Last filled me, Amen”

¢

tionable so far us their subjects are concerned.
They are not exuctly bad, but they mar rather
than embellish the admirable art which appears

spirit of religion into
has been a stranger.

CUES

FROM

domestic

circles

LitrLE PIECES FOR LITTLE SPEAKERS.

ALL QUARTERS; or, the Literary

follows the

author

along

teachers in preparing for exhibitiens.
*8. M.

col-

Priest.

Boston:

Lee

&

By M iss

Shepard.

1872

pp. 240, Sold by E, J. Lane & Co.
THE MODEL SUNDAY SCHOOL SPEAKER. A collection of dialogues, ~ddresses and miscellane-

the

ous pieces, for Poni
0 monthly concerts,
anniversaries,
&c. By Anna Monroe.
Same
Publishers.
16mo. pp. 128,

path of his thought, his fancy, and his fine and
felicitous quotations from favorite authors.
it is 4 finer and a sturdier mind that is here

A

lection of poetry designed to assist parents and

Country Parson and his Recreations, as he turns
and

more

made

and

together

clear by abundant illustrations,

Musings of a Clerical Recluse. Boston : Roberts
Brothers. 1871, 16mo. pp. 340. Sold by E. J.
Lave & Co.
Nobody can well help being reminded of the
these leaves

brought

sess, is here

where it

But
pho-

THE DICK AND DAISY
_Samuels,

tographed, of ampler culture, wider reading,
more subtile fancy, and more philosophic insight.
There are nineteen essays,~if that is the right
word,~and the subjects are wonderfully varied.

‘the World.

ou

SERIES.

By Miss

vols, illustrated.

2. Fighting

‘from
the
Street.
Luck.
1Sino.

|

make

the Battle.

4.

A.F.

1. Adrift in

38. Saved

Grandfsther’s

Milly's

By

Charles Swain,

Confirming Isaiah.

The Rev. Dr. John Hall told of a young
married couple in Madagascar who went to
asiradesman to purchase a household god,
and received a promise that one should be
provided at a given time; but, when it was
"callded for, the tradesman had failed to
keep his contract. He promised, however,
that it shouldbe made that very day, and,
accompanied by the parties, went to a tree,
cut, off a limb, and. proceeded to manufact-

do not mellow the t

Same Publishers,

of poe-

try represented by these unpretending but pure
verses of Swain will gratify and gladden and .lift
up many a reader who would find Tennyson dull

HOUR RECREATIONS IN POPULAR
SCIENCE. No,
1 deals\with”the Aurora, and gives the results of
the latest and most trustworthy study and ex-

Creation to feed the appetite that craves,
and

complex

harmonics, so the

grand

specieS

and Robert Browning full of unselvable enigmas.

periments that have aimed at the explanation of
its well described phenomena. Simpler language
will be in the issue of this very pretty edition of would have been better, but . facts and explanaan author who has won hosts of hearers and
tions ure clearly brought out.
Mechanically, the ~°
friends on both sides of the sea. Mr. Swain is work leaves nothing to be dc sired, For 12 monthnever great but always true; and his abundant
ly parts, $2,560.
’ <n:
poems, brief, unambitious, touching with a loving reverence our common lot and life and eéxpe-

It is proper’that they should be gratified, as they

riences, will brighten many a path that was shadowy, beguilé the journey and make the pilgrim’s
spirit tuneful. He is and geserves to be a favor
ite with average minds, that love simplicity, keep
goodness, and whose eye is beginning to open on
the world which'the soul idealizes and struggles

to picture as perfect.
—

bh.

YIEW OF THE STATE OF EUROPE DURING "THE
MwvLe AGES, * By Henry Hallam, LL.D.. F.
R. A. 8. Incorporating
xt the author's
latest researches, with additions~from recent
- writers,
aud adapted tothe use o
idents.

By William Smith, D. C. L,. LL.D...
York: Harper & Brothers. 187%. “12mo. pp. 708.
Of alb the admirable things done in the preparation of the several volumes of the student’s se-

riés of Histories,—and mary of them have been

very admirable,~this edition of Hallam’s Middle
Ages stands almost preéminent. Very little has
been sacrificed thatis contained in the original
work, while the important results of the author's
latest studies,—which he had put into the form of
long--supplementary notes, and which were at
times inconsistent with the main text,~have here
been put into their proper place. aud the inconsistencies made to disappear.
The researches of
other men have also lielped to make this work
as accurate and complete aus possible.
It is the

best and cheapest edition of what must
main the standard
which it deals.

work

on the

long re-

subjects

with

meal, , The supper was

caten, the

god de-

Pamphlets, Magazines, dc.
SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY, which failed us
month, opens its new volume enlarged and
proved, though its appreciative readers of
last year wege almost ready to vote it ample
complete.
It makes a marked addition to

DOGS

AND &HEIR

last
imthe
and
our

periodical literature, and as now managed, its
success is almost sure to be something noticeable. It has been improving from the first. Wilfred Cumbermede is still appearing in installments, and fully sustains the author’s reputation.
Mrs. Oliphant, one of our strongest writers on a
ven line, will commence a serial in the issue
for
uary, and Mr. Gladstone, the English
Premier,
d as a contributor, Its writers are of the best;the editorial work has r
character

and

skill, while rich

illust

eminent mechanical excellence re

ive as well as valuable,
Scribner & Co.

New

ork:

Charles

$4 a year,

LIPPINCOTY’S MAGAZINE for Dec. ends

by far

the best of its always good volumes, Mr. Whymper’s papers on hiy experience in exploring the
Alps have been especially welcome, and the papers generally have been gaining. in character,
variety and vigor, The prospectus of the next

volume assures us that something better yet is
aimed at and nay reasonably be expected.
Phila. : J, B. Lippincott

&, 0g, vee

n——

&

DOINGS.

By

the Rev. F. O.

Morris, B. A., anthor of * A History

of Bri:-

ish Birds,” ete. Sume Publishers, 1872. Square
octavo. pp. 184.
Eovers of dogs.will delight in this volume.

1.

su-

gacity and devotion, as these qualities have been

That vetersn- among juveniles, MERRY’S
SEUM, which did

not a little to

create

Mu-

the

taste

for literary aliment among the youpg, and which
has since done so mueh to nurture and gratify it,
still keeps up n
with the progressive centu-

ry which it i¥

likely to seccompany even to its ex-

it. Since Mr. Fuller took itin hand, it has grown
ghown by the different representatives of the steadily in beauty, interest and merit, It is
great dog family, and the manifest enthusiasm cheap enough at $1,560 per year, and good enough
with which their biographer and friend tells of to muke every wige-awake possessor feel that
their exploits and sets forthe their claims, can new wealth has come’ into his hands-and spirit.

hardly fail to satisfy those whose faith in the dog
rises to the highest point.

The volume is

ture gallery in which Sir
would take satisfuctiou,

Edward

a pice

Boston: Horace B, Fuller,

Landseer

;

rat

,*

[1

Trae NURSERY is always just splendid for the *
»

MiSTTERNG CHitons
AND
SEQUEL.
= Maria Louisa Charlesworth. New York:

little. people,
‘By
Rol

ert Carter & Brothers, 1872. 12ma, op. 836,
Sold by Gould & Lincoln,
The two volumes which are here’ bound into

“ Was not that said prettily P” asked the ure the god, Late in the day, the chips | one to make a red-line Holiday edition, have heen
1a
which had ‘been cut out in the god-making too long too and well known to require description
“ You mus n’t ask. that, or say it,” said process were used for cooking the eyening or praise. They have gone like a benediction
* You should only, thank the

stories

There will bp some

shouting and clapping
hands when these treasures are pulled from the
mas trec.
Still another thing which
distinguishes this
fruitful House'is the commencement of a series
of works, in paper covers, paged and otherwise arranged for future binding, e
ed, HALF-

&e. 1871. 18mo. pp. 304
As simple airs are needed to gratify the ‘common love of melody, as well as Beethoven’s
fourth Symphony and Hayduo’s Oratorio of the

abundant pictures, its tales of nobleness and

Madagascar

out and within, and the brief and taking

w

Poems.

,

and THe CHILDREN’S TREASURY.
They
are.
gorgeous quartos, abounding in high colors with-

fretting nerves calm.

little girl.

the mother.

t,

wded

The valuable informatio

chitecture,

tions, which are numerous enough and unexcep-

everywhere, who attract attention
These new books for the young will be welby their high colors, loud tones, and auda- | Once @ Child, Never a Child, Always a Child, come, The two Speakers are compiled with care
cious words and actions, who defy public | re the titles of the first three chapters, and he is and good judgment, and many of the sei¢étions
to be pitied who can read them withoutsympathy
opmion, and who spread themselves to that and moist eyes. The Last Smile is the last topic dre sure of popularity .—Miss Samuels is proving
extent that people of proper tastes and feel- treated, and this, together with the themes which herself a writer of tine qualities, who understands
her topics, herself, and the young people for
ings are fain to shrink~ within themselves, open the volume, indicates in part how much -of whom she writes. This series will have a run
and out of sight of what seems to them but true sentiment thie writer carries in his heart and and deserve it.
noisy and disgraceful caricatures of quiet, puts int? his hours. of thinking aloud. It isa
The same Publishers issue two picture and
very pleasant volume for leisure hours and medmodest womanhood, had these,indeed, their itative moods. 1t will allay mental fever, as soft story books for the little people to be glad over
first lessons in all this repulsive forward- and loving hands soothe turobbing temples and during the Holidays,~THE INFANT'S DELIGHT,

The good lady had given all

nothing more pleasant.”

persons,

travels

these to the poor little boy.
“Here is a candle for you, my little friend,”

night,” she said, eagerly, “And Pm
to sit up late too! We're going to
party, and I shall wear big red bows
How her face shone! No wax-light

young

in the street, in the cars, at concerts, lect-

There stood a little boy with a basket that
was full of potatoes, and a few apples were

sdid she.

bold

whom
people so fitly apply the terms
*‘loud,” and’ “fast,” and whom we meet

too.
The mistress took it in her tender
hand, and carried it out into the kitchen.

in it, too.

so patent to .Jisinterested ob-

servers that the parents of the present day

poor house came—she was a little girl
just took her to the bed, and let her look.
—and put her arms around her brother and
How good mamma was! Rubie rememsister's necks ; she had something very imbered how often she had to lie down while’
portant to tell, and must whisper it.
making her little pigué dress.
“And I
“ We're goingto have it this evening—
wouldn't even promise to be a good girl,”
just think of it—we're going to haye this
‘she thought, with almost a sob. * What if
evening warm potatoes!” and her. face
mamma should die!” Here, in the midst beamed with happiness. The candle shone
of her sad reflections, she heard a faint
right at her, and saw a pleasure, a hap-

. ma was whirled out of sight, carryiig with
her t.e memory of a fat, pouty face, with
brown eyes fixed steadily on the ground.

HEART.

Same Publishers, 16mo, pp.
TEMPLES, TOMBS AND MONUMENTS

pectations which had been awakened by the
specimen pages of this work. Taken all ih all,

uous, half-compassionate glance he ‘turned
on those near by, and every word that ‘he
uttered lingers yet in my mefnory,fresh and

painful operation, and was repesing tranThere alsp the wax-lights were lighted,
quilly upon the sefa. Rubie had settled |’
and shone out over the street. The carberself in the big rocking-chair, afd been
riages rumbled up ‘to the rich house with
suspiciously quiet for some time, when the |
the guests for the party, dressed * so _ finely ;
kitehen clock made her start. . She counted
the music struck up. * Now; they're very
the strokes. Could it be twelve o'clock?
happy over there,” felt the tallow candle,
How strange it seemed ‘down there all
and thought of the little rich girl's bright
alone!
“Where was she -when it struck
face that was brighter than all the wax“ten” and “eleven”?
Twelve o'clock!
lights. *¢That sight I shall mever see anyMidnight! She had never beenap so late

Are fleshly lids that hide the whole
When winked o’er weary eyes.

tears—no

’

she said to herself, «1 shouldn’t care much

The light of life may dawn in dreams;
‘We heed the most at night.

hyhow moh

molded in form,”

stick.”

Rubie promised.
A
“Now I must ge, for baby Is fasting.
‘Kiss me good might.”
Rubie longed to throw her arms around
Aunt Sophy’s neck, and give her a ‘good
hug, but she didn't. The kiss was given
very quietly, and then the door shut, and
she and her charge were. alone.
Dolly suffered acutely for half an hour,
in the course of which time her plasters
were changed an incredible number of
times.
Then her little mistress became
| tired of the performance.
The stillness
was oppressive. It really was very provoking that Miss Jacksen was not gifted with
the power of speech. *¢ Stupid old thing I”

Account not life for what it seems;

was age

born in wax, and

place is inthe chandelier, or silver candle-

said she. “Ithink it will last as long as you
need it. The fire will keep until merning.
Promise me that yem will not go mear the

Part spirit, and part flesh ;—
e former only sure to give
“The joys forever fresh..

I

“Jam

that knew

it saidz *‘I" give more light, and burn a
longer time than any other light. AZ My

“I'm going to leave this for you, Rubie,”

‘‘A double life we all must live,

ON THE

T, Pay 4& Co,

into it is iningense, and it is carefully selected,
well arranged and presented in an attractive
way. The several volumes from his pen are of
everywhere beside them.
And if Dr.
omp- the most valuable sort,——Sunnydell isa eollecson had been able to use more plain, simple Saxs, tion of admirable stories for the young, written
than did these words from Mer son.
That
on, in the meditations and prayers, he would have to teach and profit, and never approaching dullyouth, a mere boy, himself by no means a fifade a stronger appeal to the masses of readers. ness. These four new books make a real addimodel of perfection, had, with one sentence, The pulpit rather than the Lomé, dialect stands tion to the previous list.
tathomed the depths of one of our period's pre¢minent. But it is an excellent and’ well
The same House send us three. beautiful vols.
adapted volume just as it is,~so good that it in a box, entitled THE ILLUSTRATED REWARD
sorest evils. ey
I have not drawn’ from imagination for stapds far above every other work of similar aim Books, which are especially instructive and exmy illustration. Within the past week the that we have seen, in plan, character, adapta. cellent. 1. The Fall of Jerusalem. 2. Eastern
tion and completeness. We most cordially com- Manners and Customs, 3. The Jordan: its Valyouth's plain words were spoken within:
mend it to the confidence of patronage and Chris- ley and the Dead 8éa.- A large fund of valuable
my hearing. I yet recall the half-contempt- tian families, and asan aid in bringing the vital informgtion, such as 8. S. scholars need to pos-

’

—

There was a great wax-light,
well enough what it was.

tallow-eandle.

i

——

have the pleasure of hearing other wen call
them fast, and—laugh on the other side of
their mouths.”
A stroke or lightning out of a clear sky
could .not more have startled the mother

xd

The Candles.
iN

and whose best dress, of green plaid silk,
had 'been exchanged for a yellow fisnnel
night-gown.
Aunt Sophy prodmced a candle-stick,
lighted a candle, and turned off the gas.

but wisdom learn from one
on earth has been :—
would leave us wrecks undone
no more than seen.

she discovered
that she was really

7

To-night she re-

lad seen it done so often for poor mamma),

¢an it be
?—
that free
no, no.

tle figure crept- slowly down

wa-

of her

THE VEIL

These books are books. The Talbury Girls is
it is the most successful attempt yet made to provide for the family, in a “single volume, a com- a worthy successor of that powerful story, Andy
plete manual for domestic worship. Each page Luttrell, The same felicity of description, the
one, a man of the world, and scholar,—in ‘contains a selection of Seripture, a few thought same vivid portraying of
character and the work+ No,” replied Aunt Sophy quietly; Ll
certain directions a public educator,—said ful comments,—or rather a few fresh ‘and vital. ing of inner forces, the
high moral aim, the
was waiting for some one.”
|
gayly, ‘“ My little puss isn’t bashful,—not izing thoughts, suggested by the lesson, and often sume effective
of the claims of reRubie hid her face, and her only answer a bit of'it. She knows how to hold her bringing out its deeper. ‘wealth and opening the ligion without the.employment of anything like”
was a elose hug, The next day she dictat- owr,—little two-year old as she is. She's a door into a large field ‘of profitable meditation, cant, that marked the earlier book which took
No mere dry exegesis. is employed,
for the au- the $500 prize, reappear in this. Tt is a volume to
ed a letter to -her mother. It was as fol- fast one, I assure you.”
thor is not a
man who deals much in this sort of be read.—Miss Phelps has broagiy out a good
lows ;—
A young student, hearing the professor's material, and he is especially aiming to excite deal of significant experience, puch 4% exists but
My Dear Mawsia :—J want you to get remark, and noting the parent's pleased fresh thought and awaken true devotional feel often fails of proper interpretation in religious
well. I will be good. The baby was good manner as he spoke thus of his girl-baby, ing. The hymns appropriate for use in connec- circles, and shows how and why it is that so
last night, but I wasn't. Aunt Sophy did turned to his own mother who stood near, tion with the Scripture lesson are then indicat many earnest natures carry a veil on the heart
not go to bed early. The mice chewed and, with a perceptible curl up: of his lip, ed, and then follows a prayer, brief, comprehen- that long hides the sun and makes the way of the
sive without failing to be specific, reverent and feet very shadowy, She shows too how it may
Miss Jackson’ all up. She can't stand up said :
expressive of need and trust, The sixty pages be escaped, and the blessed light come in. The
or sit dowm. -Aunt Sophy says p'r’a’ps she
“Yes, that's the way it goes. When of hymns and tunes have been selected with story through which these lessons are taught is
can fill her up again.
Good-by.
their daughters are babies, they let them good taste and judgment. The general mechan- thoroughly alive, and the characters are actual
Your little daughter,
RusiE.
be as rude and forward as they will, and ical excellences of the volume are all that could people, who talk vigorous English, and not
P. S.—I will be good.—Christian Regss- think it smart, and call them ‘fast,’ and be asked. Type and paper defy criticism. If myths whose dialect is that of dreamers.——Mr.
ter.
laugh; and when they're grown up they we were going to raise a question anywhere,it Adams’s new volume is’ little less than a splennt Arwould ‘#pear in connection with the illustra- did and illuminated hand-book on

its principal charm.
But mothing of all this was visible in
the littie face that Aunt Sephy saw on her 1
return. The brown eyes were gazing anx-,
iously at Miss Jacksen, on each of whose
wan cheeks reposeéd a mustard-plaster (Rubie knew quite well how to make them, she

“My friend,” said I, “you smile to-day;

the

warm

traces

““ Why,

WE

stared.
Could she have heard satisfied. It would, to be sure, be finer and
She had expected violent opposi- | luckier still, to have been born in wax, and
tion, and was prepared to battle with it not tallow; but one doesn’t fix himself.
valiantly. "What could Aunt Sophy mean ? They are in great rooms, and in glass canWas she really going.to let her sit up all dlesticks. I live in the kitchen—but that is
night?
She felt almost injured at the a good place, too; tiey get vp all the disho
thought, and her project had already lost es in the house ther e.’

‘With this I turned my footsteps where
A suffering saint abode;
At least it would do good to share
A sick man’s weary load.

do lots of things,"—and

A Mistake }in Child Training.

.

Rubie
aright?

} «Ah

afresh,

had

where baby was sleeping quietly.

Tl come in and see you before I go to bed.”

“Nay, I,” said I, “should make amend;
You seemed to search the gréund,
~
And I knew not, who.saw you bend,
It was a thought you found.”

she (Rubie) had been left at home.
1 was a care !” she said indignantly

paint

“Yes,” witha pucker of determination
in the little set mouth.
“Very well; I must go up to baby now.

“+ And just had found it but for you !’—

be entirely frae from care.

:

“1 will—I will—oh! Tm so sorry.” »
Aunt Sophy kissed the little quivering

joiced in a pair of jet-blaek orbs, “which
Rubie had made with pen and ink.
“What is the matter with Miss Jackson ?”
« She's “got the neuralergy.
Her. face
aches.”
“Ttdooks like it, indeed, " replied Aunt
Sophy, who could hardly help laughing at
the startled appearance of the fearfully
black eyes. * So you're going to sit up all

A man approachéd with bended frame,
~ His eyes through searching tasked;

‘icine, but that, to gain strength,

Frequent

obliterated all

little mistress's pleasure.

The laws of health like me;
Nor cares to know them. So I turn’d
And left him fancy-free.

She knew

the

eygs but the holes, which was very convenient, for she could be blind or not, at ‘her

"Too young, of course; has never learned

-s0,” he said ; and passing then,
Soon vanished dewn the way ;
To leave me sure that ne’er again
Would I such help essay.

ancient dolly, with

which

long since departed.

no foes, or fortress wall

My coming had attacked ;

mamma had been very

A

Rubie, resolutely.

Oh, but they all will run away,

hi

¥

& Co. “Dover. N + H,: G.
18 1, 16mo. pp. 487,

day jo Je ear.
By Rev, Joseph P. Thompson, D
ubscription edition, with illustrations. J My James R. Osgood & Co. H. A.
‘Brown & Co., Subseription managers, ‘quarto.
pp. 528.
The completed volume fully satisfies the ex-

were chatting about their little ones in the
fond, proud way that parents will, when

little troubled spirit, and smooth the wrinkles from the scowling forehead!
“It's half-past eight, Rubie—long past
your bedtime. Put dolly away now, and
I'll go up with yon.”
I'm going to sit up wuigh, ts Xophied

* Oh, please sir, please keep back, 1 say!
Oh, but you spoil my sport y

along nicely.”

ominous

sricw.

HOME WORSHIP: Selections from the Seriptures,’
with meditations,
ng
and song, for every

much surprised as she looked at the nice
smooth coverlet, * Haven you gone to
bed yet?”

And good to breathe the air ;—

ed to be eomforted.

an

And itthought of

the happy children's faces, the two alike
happy—the one lighted ‘by wax-light, the
{ other by tallow-candle.—Ksénd Words.

succeeded in keeping it off until bed-time.
Then wo
a long breath of relief, for
‘surely a’
night's rest must calm that

Alas, the child began to shriek,
And push me in despair.

ceived no anwer.

and

before T am burnt out.”

Rubie could’t speak.
+The baby behaved like a mnn tonight,
and if you will help me, too, we shall ¢get

A party of friends;—during a social call,

“Tt does you good the light to seek

She eouldn’t see the

did,”

" Sty

the wax Jights had any better time, in thelr
silver candlesticks ? that I'd like to" know

Me

auntie,” inquired the little girl,

“The sun is bright ; the air is mild;
These cheeks with health-are red;

*‘ard
me so
limbs
pain;

she

her if they are

It will grieve

lips, then took Rubie up stairs to her room,

And first T spied a romping child ;——
¢ My little friend,” I said,

All day, all night, the whole

but

astorm was brewing, but with infinite tact

And past the #ill, and down the hill,
Strode forth my work to find,

Rubie
as the
stairs
door,

she: couldn’t—not

shake of the little curly head seenied to say,

+ 1 go,” I cried; and strong with will,

; Having Her

But

“I'm going to do it, too.”
Aunt Sophy was wise enough to see that

Away this dreamy mood!
Move ontward through the walks of men;
‘Attempt to do Some good.”

“When
And
1 feel
Ay,

Socks.

mind to be good.

enough;

' BY THE AUTHOR OF “HAYDN.” -

“No, friend;
‘Who long
This world
Were life

would be if she could just make up her

baby—no wonder he didn't wiake a fuss!
he was n't old enough; he did n't know

Poet's w alk,

“You, too!” cried he;
That you misjudge
“Tis not these aching
My thoughts from

MORNNING

just vet.
No! ¢ Aunt Sophy need n’t have
come unless shé wanted to; and as to the

_¢ QO poet yain, put by thy pen;

al

THE

SN

a

m———

I saw

i

eh 1

and

makes

ofie

wonder how

the

next isssue is to be made made up so as not to
suffer by comparison with its earlier self. But
it never does

sufler, either in its pigtures

or

its

literary qualities, Itis in little danger of having a real rival WielnaaiEs us it now is, und
winle it makes
itsglf know
the *¢ youngest
readers” fox whop

ing better,

it is got

up.

There is -noth-

way, as a present for the wee

into many a household, and their evork in this

ones, thai i:

night ought t0 witness the purchase ind clrculition of u large lot among youthful readers,

spectively
the wits of the religious family, the.
lover of general literature, and the vivacious in- -

bseription

for

the

coming

year

pulglshicr, John L. Saorey, Boston.
:
-livered and paid for; ‘and the young couple direction is by no means ended." The publishers sent to the
told her that mamma was growing stronger ‘good God, who has filled you,”
haye done a fitting thing in issuing them in this|
And
the
children
Went
to
bed,
gavé
doo
‘went
home
to
establish
their
family
religion.
| every day now, and a month of quiet rest
attractive form, “The paper is of the very
|| most
would probably make her quite well again, night kiss, and fell asleep right away ; and the A fowalays aftorys native Christian wom
r MAGAZINE, GOOD WORDS, and
richest, sort, the illustrations ‘ure sbundant and
mother.
sat
till
far
into
the
night,
and
BOW
OUNG are by this time
| That it had troubled her very much to go
éxceedingly beautiful, and the Whole make-up of Goon WoPhs FOR THE
ca, ag among the
away, and leaye her shildzen, but the doc-- ed, to get a living for them and herself; She olianded to read ‘the fovy-rouiin chap- the volume erowds an immense number of rare pretty wéfl known in
and from the rich house the light shone, ter of Isaiah,’ which describes the Process attractions into’ a single book. The next fort- very best of English periodicals, meeting retoi said it must be so.
'

went te ape «them and, rgud, the; Serfgturds.

Rubie

Bad

heard

all this before,

but,

and the music s8anded.
kled over all the§ he

The. stars twin-, of making idols; 80 like the" ay in which

over the rich and

their ows. fod was made, that. they were
somehow, she | Feulived it now for the firgt
time.
AG
WOE
ey
Ji
the poor, just as ¢ Lif Ny just as kindly.
ultimately both converted’ to the truth of
“That was in sooth a
evening,” the Bible and its rel rion.— London Daily
i % Mother will thik. o/ gross oo about
;
?
her little. girl
and boy at home,” said Aunt thought the tallow-candle, Thoinyou think News.
«
~
Ie 3;

4

&

THE TALBURY. GIRLS, By Clara Vance, ‘author
of ** Andy- Lusivell » &. Boston: D. Loth-

telloct of the young.

They have solidity, anima-

tion, and the quality that rewards careful read

ing, They are good, beautiful and cheap, Phila, :
J. B. Lippincott & Co.

:
~~

-
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Shall Girls Have Colleges?
«

What

things

|

reason is

why

the

nature

girls should not-have

of

equal fas

+ cilities for education with boys; and

since.

a college educationis considerod desirable
for the latter, why should it not be for the:

pe

mgny dangers
toi !

the Cornish

against, one of the

that they

do not fequire

the time and

pense which a college - course

ex-

involves, on

and

we

have

counts of the sayings

bipeds in college,

and

shocking

ac-

doings of

these

In point of fat, how-

ever, the mo¥Fals of collegians are superior,
very far superior, to those of boys émploycd In any other way. Shop boys and those
learning trades are by ng means superior in
moral character to collegians, and with

them there is generally none of the restraining influence of public sentiment which opcrates so powerfully

in college,”

boy may be coiiceited, and

A shop

false,

and even

dishonest,and keep his secret until it creeps
out in life ; when the same qualities in college would be detected very soon, and perhaps be regenerated. As for the grosser
vices,if counter-jumpers and apprentices
and young men who are educated
alone do

wit:

‘As

we stood

gazing

“hole it,” and the following

ability under that white chip bonnet, with
its bands of black velvet, and plent of force:
under the quiet and somewhat passive face.

del Greco, with its earthquake shaken walls
—1 suid: “I'm glad of it"; says one of the
party, “it’s awful shabby; don’t think it
pays.” That young man was from Henry
county, Indiana. With a pretty general destigetion of boots and clothing, and the,

description of

the holing or eriptying a pit of water may
best be given in the words of an old Cornish miner, one

of the

principal

actors

in

became,

till, on going

to work

one

it struck all of us'at once,

.that

there

walking advertisementsof broadcloth and
fine linen in human form; but these are

}

‘Stone; another

a

ny)

leg in’ getting

:

Landmark
$

3

q

y

——

Pr

must

be a pit at no great distance, and (as they
almost allns ave) full of water.
Fancy
this, sir; a bodyof water, reaching many
fathoms above you, and the narrow space
in which you are working only separated
from it by a thin crust of clay, putting you
inthe momentary fear of this
giving away,
and the water crashing inrupon yon, However, thereit was, and must be got rid of,
and this, too, by driving or holing right into it: for if left, we never should
be safe, or

tell'when we might come unawares across
one of the many
levels or shafts which run
in such numerous ways and depths. When
the captain of the mine learnéd of its exist-

could have been more graceful,

not men, . The ereature who. spends hours

mike

dandies,

in the

latest

-the necktie, on which he
much
care, is properly

style,

to

** You are quite learned,

came

to

you have

great deal, you have studied

London,

hard,

read a

but you

don’t know anything.”
The same people
who contend for aggregate education for
boys deny its benefits
they contend that the

to girls, or rather
evil influences on

their characters more than balance any additional advantages. This may beso. It
is a fair subject for discussion.
But it is to
be considered that the experiment has hardly
been fairly tried as yet. The difference be-

however

has lavished so
adjusted; who

called

He is as much an abnormal development of

nature as one,who

should

grow up in hu-

q

man form with the face of a monkey, and is
to be pitied as a poor creature in human |
ghape, but lacking in all the noble attributes which elévate man above.inferior creation.—T'he Methodist.
:

If this be not

needed

in

the

lives

which

reaching the

Voice and Sound.

mouth of the pit, where stood their pale-

—r Or
women are to lead, where is it needéd ? In faced, anxious wives, scanning us on com1f we go on the outside ofa town during
intellectual cultivation, who is more called ing to grass, and asking us, with a frighta fair, at .the distance of amile, we hear
on for cleverness of thought and vigor of | ened cry, ‘where are our husbands?
expression than the mother? . Who has
“We could only
point down to the roar- the musical instruments; but the din of the
more occasion to compare, combine and ar- ing’ gulf, for our
hearts were too full to multitude, which is so gretpovering in the
place, can scarcely be heard, the noise lyrange than the manager of a household ? utter even the simple word—*dead.’”
ing on the spot. The violiii§ made at CreIn moral cultpre, who has more need of it
{ mona, about the year 1600, are: supérior in
than woman in every part of her life, esA Night on Vesuvius.
tone to any of a later date, age seeming to
pecially- if shebe yoked with a drunkard,
dispossess them of their noisy qaalities, and
or hasa harsh, overbearing and tyrannical
husband ?
** But what is the use of teach- | The Louisville Journal has a Naples cor- leave nothing but the pure tone. “If a modern violin is played by the side of one of
ing a girl algebra, and surveying, and Lat-. respondent who writes:
those instruments, it will appear much the
in, and Greek ?” ~~ What is the use of teachloudest of the two; but on receding 100
ing a boy the same things? = Of what pracpaces, when compared with the Amati, it
tical use will they be ? [Is he necessarily to
will scarcely be heard. The voice of man
be a surveyor or a schoolmaster?
.
is endowed with purity of tone in a higher
"The practical use is, that the study of
.
degree than any of the vocal animals; by
these and like things tends to enlirge and: falling stones.
which, ina state of nature it enables him
strengthen the moral and intellectual pow- the old mountain gave -4" shiver—t
ers, and this is as necessary sub modo for burst like forty thousand ‘muffled cannon, if to communicate with his fellows at a distance very remote.
women as for men.
It may be of no conse- ever there was such a thing. At each burst,
]
quence that the former should be able to a cloud of black smoke, in the shape of an

read Tacitusin the original, or be able to
survey a field, or to point out.

the

distine-

tion between Locke and Kant,

or to discuss

intelligently the moral questions. in dispute
between President Hopkins and Professor
Bascom ; but it is of importance that she be
able to think clearly, that she should be
sound in ber judgments, and able to hold
wie converse with

those, she

meets.

An

inverted

hay-stack,

and thirteen

times

size of the Galt House, was driven

the

lighted the country for leagues around.
Then, boys, look out for stones, Millions of
tons are

throne hundreds of feetin the

air,

most of them falling back into the crater,
but many, varying in size from a pigeon’s
egg

to a tobacco

hogshead,

land

outside,

must dodge,generally easy enough,
are of a white heat, and show as
a rocket star, They tumble down
cone, hissing and steaming in tho
fragbig ones breaking into
and flying: like a bursting “shell.

ignorant woman may make a kind mother,
and a cultivated one may not manage her
household with a firm hand; and so among
men, a wretched brawler may sometimes
overcome in debate a man of education. A
demagogue may have his way for a season,
but the time will come when his career receives full check at the hands of men of ¢d-

and you
as they
plain as
the steep
rte.
ments,

are that a woman of culture will
perform
her duties better than one who is_illiterate.

lars see ‘Dante’ 8 Inferno™; but you spoil
your boots; Idid. You singe your moustache; I did. And you wish you were safely out of it; I did.. You turn away sneezing, as if you had accidently ignited a. box
of Jocofocos under out nose ; OL 8 monent
is dark ; then the long, twinkling rows |

Now, boys,

is the time,

ten minutes inter-

val,. We rush up to the very edge of the
ucation and moral character. = The chances. abyss and look down; for further particu-

Even in the kitchen, intellectual power will
show

itself.

Bridget,

by

following

the

rules, may make a good pudding, but her

educated mistress not only can do this, but

she can on a SIETEONCY,

Morsoter, theila

| mere physical

dra

of

Juvent.a. lew one.

Jamie, I wrote a song,

We clip thd following from the New.
York correspondence of the Boston Post :
Just underneath the : platform are
porters’ tables, an

innovation

the re-

unknown

while I reaped.”—

i

and vast

arena, is dark;

skeletons lving in their

the

grim

ashen beds alone

as

The smallest of
yet to any other church.
these tables at the right of the platform, is
for the exclusive use

of thg

short-hand re-

porter who is employed to tike the sermon
for Mr. Beecher’s own paper, the Christian
Union ; at the table on the left, four others

are seated, while the table in the center is
sacred to the feminine members of the pro-

she met.

Mrs. W.

was

deeply

15,

1871,

hair, through which

brown

threads of sil-

Josiah

that holy

made a profession of religion, was

$1.60 to

Special
College.

Board of, Trustees.

ion?

-

but

SANBORN,

Sec, and

N
Zz

1.50

zu. 8:00
2.00

be given those de-

given

to

those °preparing

for

Family Physician, oe
piv.

ELASTIC SPONGE.

It is cheap-

to Churches that are ising our Cushions,
HALEY, MORSE & CO,,
411 Washington Street, Boston,
Sole Agents for New England
ELASTIC SPONGE.

WELCH

for the
a

sale of

|

PATENT
Ww3d

& GRIFFITHS’
CELEBRATED

CEXRCULAR SAWS,”
HAND

SAWS,

WOOD

SAWS,

SAWS

3

CROSS-CUT SAWS, [6F ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
Are Superior to all others.

scen-

Every

Treas.

§¥~ PERFECT
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SAW

Warranted.

SATISFACTION

For sale by Hardware

and

GUARANTEED.

Country

-3

Dealers, and

the

WELCH & GRIFFITHS,

SENINARY.

143 and
8m37
2

The steamers of this favorite line are built express-

commence

of passengers.
h
PASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN

Tues-

of

TO

C.

had

for those who wish to board
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President:

W \RREN

FOSS,

Strafford Center, August 17, 1871. |
LAPHAM

The Winter Term

13.

the

GLASGOW,

[RSS

on Monday, Nov.

3

Fatt THM,
INTER

hi

i

NERNEY
-

Twiki

SEMINARY,

The calendar of the 81st Academical year of this

-

.

'Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.

.

i

AND

ticulars apply to HENDERSON
Green, N.Y,
\
2

Complete courses of study for both sexes,
G. H. RICK2R, Prin.
North Beituate, R. I, Oct. 5,.1871.
WHITESTOWN

LIVERPOOL

ean purchase tickets at reduced

Sec’y.

INSTITUTE.

commenced

fitted up

-

in

CURRENCY,

|,

LONDONDERRY.

FIRST CABIN, $65 and $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tickets, $130. secaring best accommodations
INTERMEDIATE,
$33. | STEERAGE,
$28.
Parties sending for their friends in the Old Country

Tuition and board as usual.

|

Boston.

every respect with alk the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety,comfort and convenience

ACADEMY,
will

St,

ly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and

Strafford, N. IAN
weeks

Federal

CaNing at Londonderry to land Mails and Passengers.
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ANCHOR
LING
STEAMERS,
Sail every Wednesday and Saturday to and from
NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,

Principal.

AUSTIN

Rooms can be
themselves.

N. Y., he

;

will

5.00
- 6.00

-

Write to 714 Broadway, New York.

%

Wh 27, 1872

rates.

For further

par-

BROTHERS, 7 Bowling
Smdl

($20 Ber

da;

to sell

the celebrated HOME
SHUTTLE SEWING
MACHINE.
Hao the under-feed, makes8 fhe
“lock stitoh’ (alike on both sides,) and is
fully
licensed. The best and cheapest family
Sewinf Mashing in the market. Address
CLARK & CO... oston, Mass. Pitty.
burg, ra., Chicago, Ill, or St. Louis,
Mo.
:
}

TROY

:

Be

—

ELL.
BrLL

Fou NDRY.

i

f Church
constamtls

Sea tl
ing
i
bs
hy Bella
in Band. aud made te order.
ad e-0f
Genr
ahd
Tin).
Hung
wi
uine Bell Metal (Co;
Mountings, the bes unk most un
) ever
ARRANTED SATSFACIORE wi Large
ALL BE
Iustrated Catalogues sent free Sua
Dearborn
St.
JONES & O®,, Troy; N.Y, ory

0

Chicago, I.
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.
A{ gp.
I
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.
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‘We are now making a Specialty of** Church Cuashiens,’

N. H., Nov.3, 1871.

The Fall Term

besame blue eyes and interse face, erown- greater part of his life (since the writer firstago,)
etween
came acquaintad with him, thirty-one yefirs
with short, curly, brown hair.
regard for Christ table, he seemed to evince a tender
two, sitting a little back from the
| tianity, and I think it was his desire to live a
husy with note bool and: peneil, is Car-: Christian life; He was generally faithful in atLe 0 Row, a Boston girl by birth and edu- tending meetings, frequently walking from two
cation, who; to her: duties as ‘Professor of to four milesto the place of worship. « He ‘no,
many others had his, faults. But
n at Vassar . College adds those
Eloocutio
oe of doubt. Jike
Wi
~

“attention

stuffed with PATENT

day, August 20, under
the
instruction
MOCLEAN, a graduate of Yale College.

baptized b

a"

-

-

-

| er than Hair, will hold its elasticity double the length of
time, and is proof against MOTHS.
We can refer to more than one hundbed churches that
.are using the ** Elastic Sponge Cushions,” We invite investigation, and ‘will be pleased to send circular*teferring

Firat class facilities are furnished students preparing for college, teaching, or business, in six com:
plete departments.
The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are spe.
tally recommended.
fu
“Parms moderate. Sand for circular,
;
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal, ,

experience,

]

- $400
4.50

-

CHURCH CUSHIONS.

the
ed
the
an
rie

varied

opportunity

MN.8.8 FITCH'S

Institution is as follows:

a

~oe.

pages, sent by mail, free.
Teaches how to cure
all diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes,” compiex-

Eld. Fowler, and joined the F'. Baptist churc
vet run; by her side is her sister, Rebecca
there. Father Ayers had been
, who, early : in her twenties, is then organized
‘Easterbrook
lud
a resident of Michigan about thirty-three years,
in
lace
p
enviable
an
herself
for
winning
nd of Macon about thirty. He,like many others,
has
had had

-

BOARD:

Miss Erna L. NYE, Teacherbf Music.”
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Teacher of Penmanship.
Calendar :
Fall term, of 11 weeks, began Sept. 5th.
Winter term, of 10 weeks, begins Dec. 5th..
Spring term, of 11 weeks, begins Feb, 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
TuIrIoN, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term. French,
Music and Penmanship extra.
:
:
ExpeNsEs.—Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In clab or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
:
’
The Institfition will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school eminently worthy the
confldence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal education.
n
The new Institution building is a fine brick and
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording

Northwood,

Sept.’

during

(12 lessong)

Re

Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week or pleasant. rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
JOHN H. SHAPLEIGH.

Classes in Vooal and Instrumental Music and Cray-

servant of God, Eid.

Fowler, in the ‘town of Sparta,

An excellent

Secretary.

For further particulars, address
ALBERT R. SAVAGE,

Now York, where he was married, and a short
time jn Canada, before his removal to Michigan.
He had been a professor of jolision over fortytwo years. Avay back in 1823, in a protricte

held by

=«oe

siring
a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
from Massachusetts,
qualified. to teach Thorough
Bass, 8ecular or Sacred
Music.
:

Mis8 MARY C. BRAUFORD, Preceptress.
Miss SARAH E. Mason, Teacher of French.

and 6 days.

meeting

+
oT

’ Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
Use of Instrument, »

oning, formed if desired.

¥

black and white bonnet set on the brown

and a
carelessly draped over her shoulders,

Penmanship,

DEC. 4th, 1371, and continue thirteen weeks.
Thorough instruction given in both Classical and
English Courses,by the usual board of Teachers.

E.G. EATON, ,

Father Ayers was a native of New Jersey, bat
had resided a number of years iu the state of

comeleven

:

.

Higher English,
languages,
-

The WrsTer TERM of this Instiution will commence

her: resigned

Mieh.,

will

continue

Manufacturers.

She seand happy, waiting for her last change.
lected the tex, 2. Tim. 2:19, to be used at her
funeral.
She spent her lust days with two sons,
who, with their companions did everything neccessary to make her comfortable and happy in

9 months

varies from

p——

NORTHWOOD

the humble instruments in gathering the I, Bap-

years,

and

TUITION:

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.

Academy

August 29,

Primary Course,
Common English,

SEMINARY,

I. W.

tist church in Dover, some forty years since.
Her last sickness was somawhat
protracted, and
at times very painful, all of which she bore with
Christian patience, I visited her several times in

76

Dep’.

Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape
ery of the valley of the Passumpsic.

Blaisdell, of Lebanon, Me, died in Green, Me,
July 9, 18@, aged 72 years. Sister
Blaisdell was
a daughter of the late Rev. John Blaisdell, of L.
She sought and found the Suviour, when she was
but a mere e¢hild,
being only ten years of age.,
Soon after, She was baptized by her father, and
united with the church in that place.
She inherited in a large degree the energy, steadfastness,
and perseverance of her progenitors, and much
of the spirit and love of her Divine Lord. Hence
she was ever ready unto every good word and
work.
She was among the few sisters who were

of Lebanon

Miss A.V, HAYES, Teacher of Wax Work.

ample accommodations; and is located on an emi-nence overlooking the villages of L ndon Center and

of the “late Samuel

29

ACADEMY.

Music.

Faculty :
J. C. HoprKINS, A. Ba Principal.
|

LEBANON

Fall Term

g

Wu. REED, Sec.

* A. N. MARSTON, A.B., Principal.

:

Pres.

for selt-

weeks under the following instructors:

Per order,

——————-

for teaching.

5

mence on Tuesday,

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction.
-

12

Miss. H. L. STIKVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
of Instrumental Music,
;
MRS. #.VJ, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
MR. T. A. STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and

:

M: E. SHEPARD,

continues

Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.

. The

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
are formed. fro
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
‘
;
'

A

preparing

prey

WEST

No dedpction for less thon half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
begluntug and middle of the term.
;

LYNDON

i

COILEGE.

August 22d%and

Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms

ents

MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
;
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keep-

PIKE

begins

i

4

boarding at reasonable rates.
ji
.
N. B. Special instruction during his term to stur

25, 1873.

Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
C. A. FARWELL,

TERM

week;

for

TglS8T72.

MRS. AROLJNE M. FILES, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prim. of Normal
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
J

consumption, Nov. 17, 1871, aged 41 years and b
months.
His end was
peacetul, patiently bearing his suffering, depending on no merits of . his
own but solely on the merits of Christ, - He
leaves a wife and two young children.
F. R..

aged

made

INSTITUTE,

clubs,

a

weeks, Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $100; Penmanship, $1.50 for twenty fessons; Instrumental Music)
with
use of instrument, $11.00; Board, $3.00 per

and

GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

“0 how I love Jesus,”

Jonn V. AYERS, died in Macon,

RIDGEVILLE
FALL

weeks.

he price of board, in

Miss L. D. Moore,

EXPENSES. Board, including room and washing,
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In ell-roguiated clubs,
of which there are several in successful o
tion,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels.
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
r term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced
a Commercial Department, which has been very
successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and, Agricultural
«Course, of two
years each, which opehed for the
admission of students at the commencement of the
fall term.
sit
ix,
Send for catalogue_to the'Principal or to
E.C. LEWIS, Sec,

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’ Full course of study. Terms, 10

2

¥

H. M. Willward.

PITTSFIELD, ME.

ing.

*

AB, MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
~ J.N: Rand, A. M.,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,
W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,,
Miss AliceI. Libby,

Hillsdale, Mich., 1871.

commences April

began Nov. 13, 1871, and con-

tinuep ten‘week.

L. I’. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.” -

and ‘similar hymns, Her last words were, “My
hope is bright.” She leaves u son of four years.
JOSEPH NEWMAN FERRIN died in Bath, of

her last days.

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

A. P. Shattuck,

, Belles Lettres.
Farther and ample arrangements will be

Term

INSTITUTION.

Also a competent Music Teacher.

instruction in all the departments of the College.
Catalogues sent on application.

Summer

nghont.

REV. O. E. BARKER,

The WINTER TERM

W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

Spring term commences Feb.

Moderate terms

LYNDON

&ec.

CENTRAL

SEMINARY.

The Fall Term will begin on Tuesday, Sept. 5, under a full board of instruction. Courses of study for
both sexes complete.
1. W. SANBORN,
N
Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 1871.

DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Tacology.

: MAINE

-

at Wilton, Muscatine, Co., Iowa,

Address.

and Vocal Music.

of singing,

her last sickness and always found

Institution,

nished at low rates.

COLLEGE.

vps. OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric

profession of faith in Christ till shortly before
her decease, From this moment she was very

ELLA BLAISDELL, widow

u-

Painting .

thoughtful, religiously, from a child, but made no
happy and especially ford

$8.00
$2.00

WILTON

SPENCERJ.FOWLKR, A. M., Prof. mubires
matics and Nat. Philosophy,
:
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.
M, Pr . Ancient Languages.
HIRAM COLLT ER, A. M,, Prof. Nak Science.
H. LAURA ROWE, A.M , Prin. Ladies’ Departmeént.
JENNIE de la MONTAIG\E, Teacher of French.
‘ALEX. C. RIDEOU [, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
’
GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
ELVILLE

$4.00

Music
Use of Instrument

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

Kirk
fession. At this table sits Eleanor
who * does ” Beecher for the Standard;
blue-eyed, delicgte; and slight, dressed in
black erépe cashmere; with an India shawl

the hen are not pri gas lamps in the prin. A of Naples seem |
: taller than Mrs. Kirk, she
to her, but are re- to spring out of the groun under. Jo journalism

the
lieved, and, in a pin
glorified,
a far feet, thou h miles away: then you see
Aare tho hago of |
miliarity with literature and art, andby a lights. in the little
one, and that one
cin
sense of intellectual superiority, When.
its’ great old |
RE
ig
the
largest.
Burns was beatenin a reaping match, he fhe
exclvimed in tones of triumph, ** But, temple, magnificent theaters, - close built

Williams Review. ., |

At Beecher’s.

into'the

air, followed by a mass of lived flame that

of all

RANSOM

“

English

$5.00
£6.00

This

The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on’
the 6th of<December, 1871, and continue to March 2,
1872.
!
JFacuLry?
Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
“

energies in and

commenced its Fall Term. Tuesday, Sept,5. It is
soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,
and additional teachers and facilitiés*will +e farnished, it is expected, by the commencement of next
term. ‘A Commercial department has been opened
in connection with this institution and will commence at the sanie date. Inst uction will, be given,
in music, instrumental and vocal.
Boarding and rooms for self-boarding, wilt be fur-*

She lived to wit-

Academies,

A.M. JoxEs, Sec.
}
‘

a

N. Parsonsfield, June 26, 1871.

and many of her
ndchildren.
emphatically be said, “She hath
could.” She rests from her labors,
to follow her.
A.D. 7.

HILLSDALE

died of consumption in Bath, Oct. 17, 1871, aged
25 years and 8 months,
Her amiable disposition,
many virtues and pleasant countenance won" the

esteem

“To do good.”

rank

High English
Langnages

ness the answer of her prayers in the conversion

of her children
Of her it may
'doue whut she
and her works

of a higher

formation furnished on dpplication to the Prmeipal.
M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

mother, she was tender and devoted, teaching
her-children, by precept and example, the lesson

of the Apostle,

Sffords advant-

udents

Penmanghip
$1.50.
50
SuitableYooms can be obtaindd by, those who wish
to board themselves.
fb
Board.at the Boardiag house and in good families
for #3 00. Wood and
lights extra. Any
further in-

first, second, and third schools ever kept in the
town of Wilton. In the capacity of wife and

was taken with the fever,and died Oct. 24th; aged
24. Thus suddenly this family is left desolate;
but a dear companion, father and mother are
looking forward
yond the dark river, where
they hope to meet them again an {om in a union

Charles Cotesworth Pinckney declared in

Common

|

J.B. PENNINGTON.

BY her

on w,

fox the school. He will bé assisted by teachers who
hitve had experience in the Doparfment assigned
hem. A course of lectures of general interest will
e.given by Clergymen, besides a course on anatomy and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M, D.
Terms: Primary
$3.00

pils, many of whom dated their first rel
8
pressions from her influence. She taught the

bereavement, their oldest son,the only child lef

and first
i

school

The public lectures
of these institutions

who will spend his entire time and

Bro. Vuntine

teacher, she was faithful and beloved

for to rest only a few moments would to a favor of ‘‘millions for defease, but not one
that shall not be broken,
V. C. PECK.
z
v,
certainty have been death. Up. up,. with cent for tribute.”
HANNAH, wife of Jere. Marston,died in Ossipee,
our dread enemy gaining on our flagging | “Peaceably if we can, but forcibly il we
Nov. 6, in the 53d year of her age. Mrs. M, exfootsteps ; now with the cold water gliding “must,” is from Josiah Quincy, 1811.
Andrew Jackson gave us, ‘‘The Union— perienced thé saving powerof divine grace’ and
to our knees, yet still with renewed despemade a profession of faith in the Redeemer at
tween the ordinary boarding sehools of the ration struggling on.
:
Thank heaven, the it must be preserved.”
the age of twelve years and united with our
present day, and colleges presided over by adit was.at last reached and we were saved.
Benton almost losg his original identity church during the pastorate of Rev. J. Emery.
men and women of ability, with the superDragging our exhausted limbs a few feet in “Old Bullion,” from his; ‘‘hard money She loved the sanctuary, tiie Sabbath school, the
worg whose entrance giveth ight, and when the
vision of boards of trustees and under the higher, we watched the dreagl torrent rush- dbcirine. *
immediate criticism of the public, and with
General Throop, 6f New York, ‘was call- fatal disease, cancel, was leading her slowly
ing through this outlet.
Then it was; that
the dark valley, fixing her eye on the Friend
large numbers as at Vassar, is too marked giving a glance towardmy comrades, found etl ““‘Small Light Throop” for years, froma into
revealed by that light as-one whose power is
to require an argument.
:
phrase
in
a
Thanksgiving
proclamation.
mightier, and whose love is stronger than death,
there were but two left. Yes, sir, six of us
\s to the second reason why girls should went down ; three only came up. ‘WhethScott's ‘‘hasty plate of soup” lasted his she followed without shrinking. In her last
' not have colleges, namely, that they do not er they were overtaken in the level or lifetime.
3
:
: hours she.enjoyed an undisturbed calm and the
of hope. Her dying messages were
need the education thus furnished, we aré washed from the ladders none could tell,
Taylor's “A little more grape, Captain assurance
sweet. and comforting to her dear family. May
rather suspicious of the stereotyped jokes for death was too. closely following us at Bragg,” will be quoted after he is forgotten they meet her on the other shore.
J. Re,
aboutsmarriage and the rearing
of children the time to allow us to bestow a thought on by *“all the world and the rest of mankind.”
Mgrs. HARRIET ANN, wife of Francis W. Weeks
and managing a housebold. The object of our poor mates. However, we thought a
and only surviving child of Alexander Robinson,

education is mental and rhoral - discipline. | deal more about them on

Baptist church

ago.

_ Mrs. EpErR., wife of Dea, Levi Dakin, died
in Jay, Maine, at the advanced age of 85
years, 9
months.
She was born in Temple, N.
H., but
moved to. Wilton, Maine, -in early life, where,
with her companion, she endured the hardships
incident to a new country, ' She became an earnest Christian worker when quite young,and continued such through a Jong and useful life. Asa

24th, ’71, aged 22,an only daughter, much beloved
by all who knew her. She calmly fell asleep in
the arms of Jesus to awake in his likeness, to die
no more. Inabout two weeks from this severe

or

Henry Lee gave Washington his immortal

upwards,

years

hada family, he had always lived a single life,
but he has now gone and joined the great family
of saints and
angels in heaven,and to praise
his great Redeemer whom he so ardently loved
while here on earth. Sermon by Rev. P. Moredyke, of the Reformed Church,

creatures, made

of coarser material than himself, is not a
man in the best and truest sense of the term.

on to make

title : “First in war, first in peace,
in the hearts of his countrymen.”

it was to elimb faster than the water rose.
weary we still hurried

be

five

of God, when #here was liberty for the private
looks down with unspeakable contempt on | Christians to speak or pray. * Truly he was a good
the men who dig, and plow, and plant, as man, and no one doubted it. Bro, Vantine never

though they were inferior

The

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The Fall term will commence on Tuesday, Aug. 22
and continue eleven weeks.
:
!
M. K. MABREY, Principal,

work of the private Christian in the more publie
congregation,
Ie was always at his post. 1do
not know that I ever saw him idle in the house

aboutin society with the airof a dancingmaster just imported from Paris, and who

our exit, we will die freemen.”

rid monster, it glided up, step for step with
us. Even, now a'shuddering feeling creeps
|- over me as I call to mind the fierce struggle
Faint and

we shall

about

of asso

are invaluable.
ow
fois
Lewiston, July 2, 1871,,

1nd been’ a’ professor of religion a
great many
ears and wus one of the most fi
1 memers in the church.
When at the prayer or
‘conference meeting, I always had u word of
prayer or an exhortation to ofier. NeitTiex was he
caréless nor did he flinch when duty demanded

wears the nicest-fitting coat, and the tightest of boots, and the daintiest of gloves,
and the most marvelpus of hats ; who moves

none more

Joshua Quiney, Jr., said: “Whenever

rounds, when, with a bang—whirl—crash—
the water was upon us, and, like some hor-

Mich., he united with the F.

in Macon,

~ Obituaries.

who

ages

sud culture,

Bro. Viéantine had formerly belonged to the Close
Baptist ehurch in New York; but after he came

sublime. It is strange that so charming a
model has never been followed.
Far infenot find them out,who does ?
;
rior patterns haye been servilely copied,
ence, an offer was soon made on tolerably
It is often ‘remarked that girls who are
Envy Punished.
§
terms to any who chose to empty but none has béen attempted of this, whose
educated at boarding schools are injuriously generous
perfection is said to have cost the artist his
it ; which offer six of us accepting, we at
affected, and we have stories of tattling," once proceeded with our dangerous task. head, the sultan being determined the ex-~ A Burmese potter, it is said, . became enand secres letter-writing, and bad novels,
There
The first thing we did was to put up a periment should not be repea‘ed.
vious of the prosperity of a washerman,
and stolen interview, and even vicious
strong _ frame-work with doors attached, | cent explorations of English engineers, be-. and to ruin him, induced the king to Dugan
habits; acd the same thing may be said of opening
inward toward the old pit,so that the sides mapping out the whole area belong- him to wash one. of his black elephfts
boys. Of all the hot ow of corruption, instant the
was holed, by running and ing to the ancient Court of the Gentiles—an white, that he might be *“ lord of the white
commend us to certain
schools closing the mine
door
in passing, ithe mass of atea, of one thousand by fifteen hundred elephant,” which in the East is a great disfor boys, where, in addition to being half
water would be kept back for a time—long feet—have proved all that was, conjectured tinction.
:
;
r
:
:
starved, they learn from some leading spirit
enough, at all events, for us to reach the about the antiquity of the beveled stones
. The washerman replied that, by the rules
every conceivable wickedness.
It is, in ladders. = After placing three of these safe- forming the outer wall, They certainly go
fact, because there are so few of them in ty-valves, as we call them, along the level back to Solomon, and are remarkable stone- of his art, he must have a vessel large
each school, that their intercourse js injuri- at short distances apart, we proceeded slow- work for that early day, though far inferior enough to wash him in.
The king ordered the potter to make him
ous, A bad fellow in sueh a place can
poiwith the more dangerous to the Egyptian masterpieces, where thou- such a vessel. When mude, it was crushed
son the whole number and they get so thor- lypartandof cautiously
our work, Bit by bit we got near- sands of artisans spent their lives iu dec- by the first step of the elephant in it. - Many
oughly inf
with his nastiness that it er to the old mine, at every blow with the orating a single tomb, =»
times was this repeated; and the potter
may require years for ‘its eradication.
In sledge on the borer, expecting the rush of
was ruined by the very scheme h® had incollege, where there are a large number water to follow, often and often fearin
tended should crush his enemy.
Historic Phrases.
together, there is a public sentiment which strike more than one blow before runing
——
W——
as a general thing is right.
There may be for our lives, til] the constant dread which
AY Shia...
meanness and folly, but there are also man- we were all of us in so’ worked upon the
Samuel Adams, known for many things,
liness and
sense.
There will be nerves of the bravest that even a falling seldom had his name associatel with the
sneaks and liars, but they are at a discount stone would be sufficient to/ put every one phrase first applied by him ‘to England—
and are put down by fellows of honorable of us to flight. - Never. shall I forget the ‘Nationof shop-keepers.”
2
PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obit
instincts, who speak and act the truth. morning when at last we did get through,
Franklin has said many things that have
The fact is, that where there are a large and I can almost fancy seeing one of my passed into maxims, but nothing that is bet- wiries published in the-Morning Star, who do
number together, the average sentiment is mates as he then stood with the borer held ter known and remembered than ‘He has not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
amore apt to be elevated than where there up ready for another to strike, the rest ot paid dear for his whistle.”
:
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
ave but few, In the former case one bad us watching for the blow to fall, and preWashington made but few epigrammatic
man may work a good deal of mischief; his |¢ paring to run if necessary. At last when speeches, Here isone: ‘“To be prepared Brevity is specially important. Not more-than a
influence in the latter is distributed over a every eye was fixed upon them, the steel for war is the most effecual means ol pre- single square can well be afforded to any single
larger surface, and is met by the counter in- hammer rang on the borer, which ‘in anoth- serving peace,”
obituary.
Verses areinadmissible.
:
fluence of good fellows.
In every decent er instant was sent whizzing far away down
Old John Dickinson wrote of Americans
£ommunity the sneaks are in a minority.
the level, as with a horrible roar the water in 1778: “By uniting we stand, by dividing
Mgrs. MARY J. LAMPREY died of apoplexy in
I'his reasoning will not meet the difficil- came tearing and crushing through.
Suncook, N.. H., Nov. 2, 1871, aged 37 years, 4
It we fall.”
tiesof those who think that girls should be was
months
and 18 days.
The deceased was the wid.
Patrick
Henry,
as
every
school-boy
a ran then for life, sir; and in a far
educated exclusively at"home.
Here, too, shorter time than I can tell it, we were knows, gave us ‘Give me liberty or give ow of a soldier of the Union Army, and when he
laid his armor by at the summons of death thgre
it i¢ not uncommon for a distinction to be through the first doorway, and in the act me death,” and “If this be treason, make
was intrusted to her maternul care the only son’
made which is without a difference.
It is of swinging to the next, when the first was
the most of it.”
mp
and child, now a lonely orphan.
But he goes in
generally admitted that, although a’ boy dashed against it; but, thank God, this for
Thomas Paine had many quolable epi- his, childhood and affliction to find a good home
may
be ps well or better instructed by a‘tu- a time resisted the pressure of the water, or grammatic sentences: ‘“‘Rose like a rocket, with-his uncle. Our sister felt for months that
the time of her departure was near, and though
tor alone so far as mere book-learning is I should
not be here telling of it. On we fell hke a stick;” “Times tlit try men’s
concerned, hecan not, in fact, be so well sped, our only hope of safety lying in gain- souls;” ‘One step from the sublime to the the messenger of death cam» suddenly, she was
found with her lamp trimm x and burning, waiteducated “in broad and liberal views and in ing the ladders before the last deor gave ridiculous,” ete.
;
ing the coming of- the Brid ::room.
The Lord
regard to character, as when he is brought away; and what a distance they seemed,
Jefferson's writings are so besprinkled bless all those whe mourn, und comfort them in
in contact: with others,
Ie may become when even a few moments guned might that it is difficultto select. “Few die’ and all their bereavement.
* COM.
very learned, and yet be a “sappy ” after rescue us from death! Breathless, at last we none resign” certainly is as applicable to
ELSIE CHAFFEE died at her father’s residence
all.
A great man once said toa young reached them, and had but ascended a few
(Bro. Henry Whitaker) in Warren, Penn., Sept.
office<holders notv as in Jefferson's time.

“person of this kind

the College and heel otjend hig

as he

DENNIS VANTINE: died in Macon, Mich., Sept.
11, 1871, aged 68 years, 10 months and 50 yoy

«They

regardless of expense; who surveys Bina
self minutely in his mirror, to be sure thit
each particular “hair is in
place, and that

¥

make those often and ¢ocial visits,

fops,

men.

jn. getting himself up

of Jerusalem

road to

wag. wont to do in the past. They are now
closed forever, I'uneral sermon preached by
Rev L. H. Dean, Methodist.

with

One of them had an arm broken hy a

The “Dome of the Rock,” which marks
Jerusalem as that of the * Capitol marks
Washington, has no rival for beauty, hardly for sanctity. Believers in three greatreligions revere she spot where Solaimon’s
Temple once stood : the Mohammedan,
who
only exaits Mecew a little higher; the, Jew,
who has used no other actual sanctuary,and
who expects to meet a reconciled Jehovan
at that accepted shrine ;, and the Christian,
who held it awhile through the ‘Crusaders’
valor, and is quietly coming into possession’
of it again,
The blue-and;white Temple
seems as a cloud resting for a moment over
the altar of so many thousand years’ sacri.
fice, by and by to melt away in the serene
heavens. No structure that ever stood there

morn-

i

be found mn ex-

Ilsa

The

ing, we found the. whole end of the wall
covered with drops of dew,
Seeing. this,

—t—

True manliness is notto

terhal “appearances.
Usefulas tailors are
to the world, they can not furnish society

own,

the undertaking :
“Well, you see; sir, we were

|

The special work of this school is to fit students for

College, and it is open for both-.sexes.

cing compsed
of oaly one department, 4 thorough- . :
one of his family then at hon! by
oh the hand, and
i
bade ‘them farewell; and then calnily pas self hess in doing their work is secured from both ugh: !
ers
and
pupils,
is not. ordinarily fa
in
away, saying, “God be praised,” Father Avers schools where 80 which
many kinds of work ound, he,
for a number of yeurs, had filled the offices of: students are Suiihiuily
riled in the Latin and Greek
8}
clerk and deacon in the church, He leaves an
anguages, aiso
rammar, Jziihanet
aged companion, a large and numerous family of Ancient
Geography, Ancient Histor
Igebra and
children, grandchildren and great grandchil- goomes ba Fr eon i Five te reuan,
eclamation, compositio;
)
and
Latin poetry.
dren. But they weep in hope, We see grandfather no more, bending bis ‘weary form up the |, scanting, &0. Th Joontion of ‘the school 80 near

True Manliness.
wb

ant, we got down ‘safely. Not so with’
another party who aseénded from the Nola

side.

:

Bright, sparkling,

g congregation, waiting for the, services
‘open to Roly pruess hed I conversed with him while
sick, he ,
me he was ready. and willing %)
commence-her work,
There isa world of leave
the world; and when dying,
he took each

down

aforesaid loss of one of the A ndsomest
once proceed to what is technically ' termed, moustaches in Naples, byyour humble sarv-

working
account of their avocations in life.
two
hundred
.
fathoms
down,~—running
a
Asto the first objection, it applies tos
level due north—and to onr surprise, the
boys about as well as to girls.
Some peo- further we went the more moist the earth
ple are alarmed at the bad influence of boys
on eachother,

sight that I ever

on the roofless houses of Pompeii, the
sun lighting its grayeolored wall—Tocre

the excavations too.close to some disused
old pit, that perhaps many years since has:
been boarded and earthed over, and in
course of time |forgotten,
When miners

but with the modifications, which = good exudation of water than’ is usual—they at

are, first, that the bringing together of a
large number of girls would have an injurious efféct on their characters; and second,

No

but you must try to, for 1 dare not attempt

a deschiption,

former ? It may be admitted that the pre- have reason to suspect that such is the case
cise curriculum would not. suit both cases ; —a suspicion generally caused by a greater

sense would
suggest as tb the course of
study, why should
there not be colleges for
girls ? The two reasons ordinarily given

light.

lecturer and journalist.

nessed can equal a clear sun rise from Vesuvius. No one can imagine its grandeur;

greatest arises. frofr accidentally earrying

*

therein

the

niiners have

e———

need no

———

;

: NEICHIOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
those more guilty, r.ot only desired to, but did
cast the first stone at hin. But- he is’ now beanimated and vivacious, she is a marked
SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872,
and
”
i
i
contrast to Mrs, Mary Butts,—cool, self- +yond the reach of the slanderer, and these who. closos Friday, March22.
ried to injure him when mn the church here on
‘BUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
poised and yg the only woman in the S0Kth, But 1 trust Je bas gone¢ to that heavenly | Monday,
June 24. gn
4 . P
;
employ of the Herald, who sits sopposite
and,
where envy shall néver be heard or
perTuition $25.00 a year.
mitted to move on
against him in all jie
to her and watches the
inebil
L.G. JORDAN, A. B., Prmewpal,witii three Assist-

keep their vigil there ; their eyeless sockets

5trhy

<

I<

a Mine.

—

| Literary Wiscellany.

Broaching

i

1 iva

|

400
:
=

——————

Summary.

.

ORE

ay

| resolutions censuring the committee on pardons
for want of clemendy toward convicted commun1588.

CONGRESSIONAL.

second session of the forty-second Con.

|.

for legal tender notes.

In

the House,
the standing committees were appoint-

ed. A bill was introduced for the revival of
navigation and commercial interests, providing

for the admission of all ship-building materials,
ship stores and coal{ free of duty, and for the resumption of specie payments. Resolutions were
offered for the amendmentof the Constitution,

80 that all direet taxes shull be asspssed on all
duty-paying articles; for a specific free-list of articles mot profitably produced in the United
States; for a specific rise in (duties in case the annuil

revenues

fall

short

ten

or more millions,

and for an investigation of the negotiation by the
Secretary of the Treasury of the new funded
loan.

Inthe

House, the matterof referring

that part of the President’s.

message which refer.

red to postal telegraphs- created a livef$ debate;
which occupied
considerable time. It finally

went to the committee

on appropristions,

and

the

Prussiuns,

the'fatter ure not inclined to trade.

but

execute all

number of

nominations

and confirmations
were

laws

found

upon the

statute bogks.

The policy has be¢n not to inquire into the wis
dom of the laws
their spirit and

cordingly.

already enacted, but to learn
intent, and to.enforce them ac-

The past

Nuncio in Paris.

of Jules Ferry,

the mation.

The appoint-

minister

to

the

States, was officially promulgated Thursday. ,
| In consequence of the continued frequent comdiers in France, all provinces

still

sol-

occupied

by

armed forces of Germany are declared in a state
of siege. The perpetrators of such crimes will
hereafter be tried by German court-martials on
the spot.
{

' Cuba iy more

quiet,

and

the

indications are

that the rebellion is practically at an end. Sever-

maseda is denied.

Senor

Moreno

has

The relations of the United States with foreign

assumed

the governorship of Havana.
The Prince of Wales stijl lies in a very critical

of long standing, liable at any time to bring those
nations into bloody and hostile conflict. An example has thus been set, which, if successful in
its final issue, may be followed by other civiliz-

condition,
A despatch from London dated at
five o’clock, Monday morning says that all hopes

of his recovery have been abandoned.

:

relation to the failure of Spain to carry out the

of the immense pressure against him on the part

promised reforms in the West Indies. ‘All were
adopted. The House went into executive session’
upon the apportionment bill reported af the last
session, but arose without disposing of it.
:
On Thursday, in the Senate, but little was done

of the members of the right. and his fear of the
imperialists in the army, All the details have
heen

arranged.-

Alexis sent 500 copies

of each of the

leading

NewYork newspapers to his father the day after
his reception.
;
/

Orleans

princes

will

various questions are to be adjusted by arbitra
‘tion. I recommend Congress at an early day to

not

take their .seats. until the change has taken

place. The assembly had
sion on Saturday.

the House to read the bill wPhsolidating the postal laws,
>
4
- On Friday, Congress was not in session,
MISCELLANEOUS.

The

ces of the commissioners by whom it was negetiated. The treaty provides methods for adjusting the
questions pending between the two nations; the

make the necessary

another turbulent ses-

for Washington, Sunday, to try and secure legis_
lation to protect the polygamous tenet. *

His Majesty the King of Italy, the President o

LY

Paragraphs.

the Swiss confederation, and His Majesty thi
Emperor ot Brazil; have consented on the joint
request of the two powers to name’an arbitrator
for the tribunal at Geneva. Ihave eaused my

The first steam vessel that crossed the Atlantic was the Savannah, in the menth of June,
1819, from Charleston to Liverpool. _

thanks to he suitably expressed for the readiness
with which the joint request has been complied
“with by the appointment of gentlemen of eminence and learning to these important positions.

Connecticut is going into the pest business.
Tt
is estimated that the supply at Merdian wilh

Another

polygamist

marriage is

reported

at

Salt Lake City.
The

Labor

Reform State

Convention

of New

completed,

and

President Grant’s message receives fgvorable
comments from the London press,

The

steamship Anglia

is quarantined at New

York, with the small-pox on board.
The

prohibitionists of New

2

Hampshire,

Wed-

nesday, nominated Br. John Blackmar, of Sandwich, for governor.

Rev. Robert Collyer of Chicago will unite
Wirt Sikes 4nd Miss Olive Lozan in bonds of
matrimony, in New York, on the 19th inst

The

whole

fever in

number

of deaths from

New Orleans this

season

yellow

was 23.

The

heavy frosts have exterminated the disease.
The Russian minister has been requested to

arrest all sailors of the fleet found in the streets
of New York after 6, P. M., as desertions are be-

coming common.
;
A prisoner froze to death in a cell of the police
station at Jefferson Market, New

day night, Dec. 4.

York, on Mon-

Several vessels have been lost in the St. Lawrence, with many lives.

It is generally credited in New York that ex-

Judge

Edward

Pierrepont will succeed Secreta-

ry Fish, and George H.

Williams of Oregon will

succeed Attorney-General Akerman.
"
Senator Morton, who was robbed the ather
day while getting on board the cars at Jersey

City, bas had his pocket-book returned to him

taken to regard, as between themselves, certain
principles of public law,. for which they have

contended from the commencement of their history. They have also agreed to bring these principles to the knowledge of the other ‘maritime
powers, and to invite them to accede to them.
Negotiations are going on as to the form of the

metal of the Chicago

been cut off with cold chis-

els and converted into relics by the venerated
inhabitants of that city.
The new steamer

note by which

ALEXIS AND CATACAZY.

recently, is said to
except the Great
and her gross reg-

The intimate frigndly

and

Amboy

road, thus forming a €dpnection, via
phia between Washington and Boston.

the act of February 23, 1862, will be paid at the
Treasury

department.

‘The

amount

of these

bonds not converted and thus called in is twenty

~
_ millions.
. Holders of
government bonds should remem‘ber a
pr
if the bonds of 18362 have been’
called it
eretary of the Treasury, and
interest ceased Dec. 1st. The bonds on which

interest will ot be paid after above date, are
$505,
1to 30,609; $1003, 1 to 43.572; $500s, 1 to

40,011;

+ 55%

$108,

5

to 74,104 inclusive.

Some people in St. Johns, N. B., believe

Rail-

" “‘Boss” Tweed
is at the Victoria Hotel in’ that

of

reception

which

those

wishes of that

Philadel-

course of the

relations.

has

been

The

given

hospitable

to

the

government. The
Russian

Grand

share

the

inexcusable

minister at Washington

renders it necessary to ask his reeall and to decline to longer receive that functionary as diplo-

The Washington Republican says: * A young
woman was sent to a New Jersey jail the other
day for drunkenness. Once she was the belle

matic

of New Haven, where she married a rich man,
and had one child. Unfortunately, she learned
to drink, and her child dyisg, became intemperate, her husband at last killing himself in despair.”

of the country, to permit Mr. Catacazy to continue to hold intercourse with this government
after his personal abuse of government officials
and during his persistent interference, through

A traveling

agent for a New York

representative.

It was

impossible

with

self-respect. or with a just regard" to the dignity

firm, trav-

various means, with the relations between the
United States and other powers. In accordance

Augusta

with my wishes this government
has been reliev-

eling on the Charlotte, Columbia and

and when he presented his check to the conduct;

ed of further intercourse with Mr. Catacazy, ant
the. management of the affairs of the imperial

or

legation

Railroad,
the

got off at a way

next

station,

over

night,

morning, on a subsequent train, he

was ejected from

the cars.

mon pleas sittinz:at

Augusta

court of com-

man entirely unobjectionable.

:

awarded

:

Thursday,

Nov.

' +

raised for the interest account is nearly

It was

80.

of the country and to convince its citizens of their

entire ability to meet every dollar of the liability

without bankrupting them; but in view of the
accomplishment of ‘these desirable ends of rapid
development of the

equal in

The number of asteroids now mown is 117.
The Emperor William has
captured

Freneh

field

presented

two

the present resources of the

of

Corsica yet retains

her

country should con-

tinue to be taxed in order to. continue this rapid

pieces to Count von

Molke, to be placed in front of his country

resources of the country, its

increasing ability to meet the large
Jemands and
the amount already paid, it is not desirable that

brilliancy cto a stur of the eleventh magnitude.

the

It was

highly desirable that this rapid . diminution
should 'takeé place, both to strengthen tbe credit

On the 14th of September last, Dr. Luther, of
planet.

$17,000,

000 less than on the first of March, 186%

:

Bilk, discovered a new

FINANCE AND TAXATION.

has been so far diminished that now the sum to be

This company has issued
a notice to all the
agents and employes to continue . their duties
until further notice.

hands of a gentle-

The national debt has been reduced to the
extent of $86,057,126.80 diiring the year, and by
the negotiation of national bonds’ ut a lower
| rate of interest, the interest on the public debt

Amboy Railroad and Transportation Company,

on

the

just

The property and interests of the Camden and

at midnight

into

has

him $3,000.

Company,

lias passed

The

payment.

seat

I,

therefore,
)

recommend

a modifica-

tion of both the tariff and internal tax ”
I
recommend that all'taxes from the internal*serv-

in Silesia. -

that

‘cordiality

Duke is a proof that on our side we

with all its contents excepting five hundred the New, Jersey Railroad and Transportation
| Company, the Delaware and Raritan Canal
dollars in money.
:
Company, consolidating the wunited canal and
Secretary Boutwell has given notice that -on
railroad companies, as set forth in the lease,
and after the 7th of March, 1872, the principal
were transferred to the Pennsylvania Railroad
and accrued interest on’ five-twenty coupons and
registered bonds known ds the second series of

have so

of the Emperor is a proof that there is no desire
on the part of his geyernment to.diminish the

Pennsylvania Cen-

Camden

relations which

long existed between the United State and Russia
continue undisturbed. The visit of the third son

tral intends leasing the Boston,Hartford and Erie
Railroad, and connecting with that road by a
suspension bridge across the Hudson River at

Peekskill, with the

the invitation isto be extended

to the other powers.

Egypt,of the National Line,

which arrived at New York
be the largest vessel afloat,
Eastern. She is 450 feet long,
ister tonnage is 5,150 tons,
There is a rumor that the

of
as

the arbitrator of the disputed water boundary
tween the United States and Great Britain.
The contracting parties in the treaty have under-

will be in opera-

Facts show that Chicago, during the last fifteen years, spent enough money in extra insurance caused by frame buildings to have built a
brick building for each wooden one erected within that time.
court-house bell has

at An-

pleased to comply with the joint commission
the two governments, and consented to act

tion by Jan. 1.

. Hampshire was held Thursday, and Lemuel P,
Cooper was nominated for governor. ,.
Dr. Oliver Dean, the founder of Franklin -- About two-thirds of the
Academy, died Dec, 5, at the age of 89,
The Wharton poisoning case is on trial
napolis, Md.

His Majesty the Emperor of Germany has been

The first sectioh of the narrow guage railroad
between Leavenworth, Kansas, and Denver,
Col., is nearly

for the tribunal at

Geneva and fbr the several commissions on the
part of the United States called forby the treaty.

The coal supply in the “vicinity of Omaha is yield 28,000 tons per season, for the next forty
years,
:

nearly exhausted, and many are using corn for
fuel.
A delegation of Mormons left Salt Lake City

provision

ice be

ancient prestige as the

abolished,

except

those

collected

The enlarged receipts of the Post-office: depsrt-

Beuador

‘fixes let-

"ter postage at 20 cents per half-ounce,

It is estimated that $4,000,000 worth of proper-

ty is frozen in ou the Erie canal.
The surplus of wheat in Oregon this season is
estimated

|

at 75,000 tons, nearly all of which will

one year since 1863.

Seven

of them -ferished |

from

three

from

avalanches, and

falling

into

crevasses,
Bismarck is reported recently to have expressed maye
desire to meet and talk with Gen. Sherman than with any American alive,

He

consid-

ers Sherman, more than any other of our sol. diers’ a man of great military genius. and inex

find its way to Eugope.
;
Phe forbidden parade of internationalists in baustible resources. |
/
New York did not take place Sunday, but some
In Constantinople, there are some fifty Greek
attemptw:was made to forma procession, Six of merchants
who are the richest in the efty; and
y
them who refused to «
were arrested. |‘whose combined fortunes are put down, m our"
hecurrency,

est relief to the greatest number.

Postmaster-General, exhibit a gratifying increase
in that branch of the public service.

It is an index

of the growth of education and of the prosperity
of the people, two eletaents highly conducive

There

are

enter largely into general consumption through
articles which are manufacturedat home, such as
medicines

compounded,

ete.,

etc.,

irom

which

very little revenue is derived, but which enter
into general use. All such articles I recommend
to be placed on the free list. Ifa further reduc
tion should prove advisable, I would then

recommend that it be madé upon those articles

to be expected

as well, if not better, rendered.

{ notice was recently published
of interruption to
y | the Japan comm
it is by this Toute rer
Yestaptishea.

ple widely separated

former years,

port

Ku-Klux

outrages.

A young

German

of Sheboygar,

‘Michigan

in making

the victims in almost

all cases being citizens of
different political sentiments from their own—freed persons who had
shown a disposition to claim equal rights with

and

just before going to bed.

:

gold as compared

with

salu

absconded, and

sons have violated the law.
what has been dene under
submitted
eral,

to

Congress by the Attorney-Gen.
:
POLYGAMY IN UTAH.
In Utah there still remains a remnant of bar-

Of

is hoyed to induce those still pursuing their old
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the further advantage of extending the telegraph:
through portions of the country where private
enterprise will not construct it. Commerce and
trade, and, above all, the efforts to bring the peo-
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Treasury. The present 1fws for collecting
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shouldbe secured.
- Such a course might,in
time,
be the means of collecting mostlof the Indians between the Missouri and the Pacific, and
south of the British possessions, into one Terri.
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to carry out

every right guaranteed to the Indians by treaty

ment,as shown by the accompanying report of the

burism repugnant to civilization, to decency and
fountain-head of Napoleonism. So much alarm, spirituous, vinous and malt liquors in its various
city under an assumed name.
Territorial of
A “in fact, does the uneasy condition of the island forms and from stamps. In re-adjasting the tariff, to the laws of the United States.
that the population of Nebras- inspire in France, that a squadron has actu- I suggest that a careful estimate he made of the. ficers, however, have been found who are willIt is-estimated
ka has been increased 40,000 during the past six ally been detailed to patrol it for three months.
amount of "surplus revenue: collected under the ing to perform their duty in a spirit of equity
months.
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| present laws, after providing for the current’ “and with a due sense of sustaining the majesty
During the present. year twelve Swiss guides expenses of the governinent. the interest gecount of the law. Neither polygamy nor any other |
The recent cold snap started a line of stages
on the ice from Duluth to Superior, a distance have been lost by climbing the Alps,~a larger] and the sinking fund, and the business surplus viglation of existing statutes will be permitted
number than has been lost,
it is said, in any be reduced in such a manner as offers the great~ within the territory of the United States. It is
of eight miles.
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very desirable object will be gained.
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and Missouri, and south of Kansas, In doing so

with

powers continue to be friendly.
The year has
been an eventful one in witnessing two’ great
nations, speaking one language and having one
lineage, settling by peaceful arbitration disputes

to

the Indian pence policy;

If

more than usual chastisements in the loss of life ment can be made self-sustaining, but a gradual
and property by-storm and fire. These disasters approach to this end from year to year is confihave served to call forth the best elements of "hu- dently relied on, and the day is not far distant
man nature in our country, and to develop a ‘when the Post-officedepartment of the government will prove a much greater blessing to the
friendship for us on the part of foreign nations
whole people thau it is now. The suggestions
which goes far towards alleviating the distresses
occasioned by the elements. The benevolent of the Postmuster-General for improvements in
who have so generously shared their means the department presided over by him are ‘ear
with the victims of these misfortunes will nestly recommended to your special attention.
Especially do I recommend a favorable considhave their:reward in the consciousness of having performed a noble act, and in receiving:
the eration of the plan for uniting thé telegraph ype
grateful thanks of-mén, women and children tem of the United States with the postal system.
It is believed that by such a course the cost of telwhose ‘sufferings they have relieved.
y
egraphing could be much reduced and the service
OUR FOREIGN RELATIONS.

United

mission of murderous assaults 'on German

It has, however, been attended

them

recommend libéral

year has,

made. In the House, the railway committee
The winter has begun at Paris with an gx ed nations, and be the means finally of feturning
was directed to inquire into the expediency of
connecting Lake Michigan and the Mississippi tremely cold spell. Saturday the Seine was frozen . to productive industry millions of men new,
River by a ship canal. Mr, Banks offered resolu- over, and the thermometer indicated neatly sev- maintained to settle the disputes of nations by
tions calling on the President for the instructions ‘degrees (Fahrenheit) below zero.
the bayonet aud the broadsword..
An important chinge inthe French governof naval commanders in Cuban waters for the
I transmit herewith a copy of the treaty alludprotection of American life and property and the mentis announcedto take place immediately. ed to, which has been concluded, since the admaintenance of the dignity of the flag; for infor- M. Thiers, it is said, will relinquish the presi- journment of Congress, with
Britannic Majmation of the recent executions in Havana; in dency in favor of the Duc d’ Aumale on account esty, and a copy of the pro
of the conferen-

except to appoint the Senate committees, and in

which is left

under a wise territory like ours much
of it sparsely populated,
but all requiring the services of the mail. It is
request of Bismarck, the recall of Prince de Chizi | Providence, been one of general prosperity to not
at present
M. Thiers has demanded of the Holy See,at the

al prominent insurgents have surrendered to the
as good as dead so far as
the present session is concerned, A bill concern- government, and others. huve called upon their
ing the introduction of penny postal cards was followers to lay down their arms. But few rebels
wore now in the field except plantation negroes.
submitted.
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The reported removal of Captain-General ValOn Wednesday, in the Senate, a bill was in.

laid before the Senate in executive session. Alarge
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To the Senate and House of Representatives:
In addressing
my third annual message to the
law-making branch of the government, it is gratifying to be able to state that during the past
year success has generally attended the effort to

, the project is'probably

troduced to prevent corrupt practices in the election of presidential electors. The Fish-Catacazy
correspondence was sent in by the President and

They embrace his views,

ing and have yet to deal :
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The famous Warwick Castle, . on the banks of
the Avon River, England, has been nearly destroyed by fire.
‘
"
The Revolutionists in Mexico have taken Saltillo. General Trevino led the attack. = The loss
was heavy on both sides.
The government
troops hold the Fremch fort on the outskirts of
the city.
fe

ment

On Tuesday, in the Senate, an unsuccessful effort was made to take up the bill asking the
President for the reasons of his course in regard
to certain counties in South Carolina.
A resolution calling for the Catacazy correspondence was

-'adopted.

the chassepots captured by

Albani, Papal
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terestto our readers.

Just as hé expresses them, on- the vital . and prac,
tical questions with which we have been deal.

French agents arein Berlin tryingto purchase

to national morals and the national finances.
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habits of life to embrace the

I~gas a most damaging effect on the inérease and
development of the country in keeping up the
prices of all idrticles necessary in every-day life.
We give
below ‘such portions of the Pres
ideht’s message as are likely to be of special in, It. fosters a spirit of gambling, prejudicial alike
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The story thut . Great Britain threatened to
interferein Cuban affairs is now officially denied
in Madrid.
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gress began Monday, In the Senate, Mr. Sumner
introduced a bill to authorize compound-interest

' mates as a substitute
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